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interrupt until it reached its grim
climax on Good Friday .
This is, of course, the sort of
reasoning one frequently encounters among primitive peoples who
celebrate seasons of fasting deceptively similar to the Lenten season
to mark the seeming triumph of
the winter's cold over the warmth
of the summer sun. And even
after all of these centuries of
Christian culture, there still lurk
in most of us some few throwbacks
to the superstitions of our ancestors, throwbacks which tinge
even our observance of Lent. Out
in the Southwest, there is a sect
of flagellantes who practice selftorture on Good Friday very similar to some of the ceremonies
practiced by primitive peoples
who try thereby to coax the sun
back into the heavens. We practice a more refined form of tor-

.. On Keeping a Proper Lent
is once more upon us
and with it the holy season
' _. of Lent.
We remember that Lent was a
"'- very uncomfortable season for us
when we were a child. In our pagan innocence, touched but light"" -:r I y by any kind of developed the.., ology, the Passion of our Lord
was an annually recurring event.
' • Beginning with Ash Wednesday,
_, we felt uncomfortable and guilty
whenever we thought of the Mas... ter, the way one feels toward a
near relative who has an incurable cancer. We knew, of course,
.- that Lent would be followed bv
1 Easter but Easter always seemed
infinitely far away. Meanwhile, we
had to stand by each year while
events took their inexorable
course, a course which we knew
had to be and which we could not
..l._
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ture by swearing off certain foods mouth, and lying) are deeply inor pastimes during Lent, some of grained in our nature and to give
us as a sacrifice of love, but many them up will be to give up a part 'of us out of some pagan feeling of our own nature.
that we have to pay something to
set things right.
It is only slowly that most of us
learn that Lent and even Good
Friday are only events leading up Litde People and Great
to the one great event of all of our Moments
E HAD a letter this morning
world's history-the Resurrection.
Strange that we should have lost
from a friend of ours who
sight of this because the early survived the tornado that hit War- ~'
church knew it so well and em- ren, Arkansas. Interlaced with the .
phasized it so strongly in its story of destruction and suffering
preaching. As C. S. Lewis says, were accounts of heroism and ;
"The earliest converts were con- generosity-a bank in Dallas that
verted by a single historical fact sent a thousand dollars for dis(the Resurrection) and a single aster relief, neighboring commu· ._ .
theological doctrine (the Redemp- nities that raised $2,400, workation) operating on a sense of siu c..lay people who went about the
which they already had." We tend dangerous and heartbreaking job ~
to make Lent the great holy sea- of clearing away the wreckage and
son and Easter becomes then little recovering the bodies of the dead. 1' .,
more than the last day of LentEvery time something like this
the day we can start smoking happens, we take another look at ~
cigars again or resume our social our neighbors. They-and we-are ., ,
activities.
a pretty ineffectual lot when you
As for giving things up during come right down to it. Even when •
Lent, we have a considerable list we nostalgically talk about the
of things that we hope to give up "good old days," we realize that- 1
and we fear that we may miss we are the products of the twen- ·•
them more than we would miss tieth century-soft, dependent upcigars, cherry cocktails, or supper on gadgets that we don't under- ~
dances. For fornication, unclean- stand and couldn't even repair in
ness, inordinate affection, evil con- an emergency. If we could pick
cupiscence, and covetousness and choose companions to share
which is idolatry (not to mention disaster with us, probably not a
anger, wrath, malice, blasphemy, single one of us would choose one
filthy communication out of the of his neighbors.
f
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Yet, when disaster strikes, it's
people like us who have to take
.. its brunt and grapple with it. And
strangely enough, we usually handle it pretty well. It seems to be
,. man's nature to take catastrophes
in stride. What defeats him are
the little things-the imagined
slight, the first gray hair, the car
that won't start on a cold morning. The man who instinctively
rushes into a burning building to
rescue a child he has never seen
before is the same man who has
been trying for six months to
~ muster enough courage to ask the
boss for a raise.

...
New Era
present via radio in
chamber of the House
of Representatives the day the
Fair Deal sprang full-grown like
... Athene
from the forehead of the
,. Missouri Zeus. The program outlined by the President did not
greatly surprise us (after all, if it
.... was good enough to win an election it ought to be good enough
to recommend as national policy)
but we were mildly surprised by
-. the thought that we had entered
a new era.
The Japanese e mperors, as
many of our readers know, adopt
descriptive names for their reigns.
The present period in Japanese
history is Showa, Enlightened
E W E RE
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Peace. It has occurred to us that
our Presidents seem to be adopting a similar practice. A friend of
ours, for instance, was born in
the last year of Make-the-WorldSafe-for-Democracy. Sixteen
months later, in the first year of
Back-to-Normalcy} he essayed his
first faltering steps and inaugurated a peripatetic career which
was to carry him years later half
way around the world in another
attempt to get the world back to
normalcy. He started school in
the third year of The-Business-ofAmerica-Is-Business and remembers vividly the campaign that
preceded the era of Prosperity-15
just-Around-the-Corner. Then
came the long New Deal period,
the age of the Forgotten Man and
That Man in the White House.
And now the Fair Deal.
Call us reactionary if you like,
but if we must adopt totemic
names for our presidential quadrennia there is one name that has
always sounded good to us and
which we would like to see
brought back. We refer to the
Era of Good Feeling. Give us an
era in which Mr. and Mrs. Walter
Reuther will have the young Henry Fords in for an evening of
bridge, when Robert Alphonso
Taft and Henry Agard Wallace
will float languidly down the
broad Potomac on the presidential yacht listening to a tran·
scribed broadcast of Prof. Oppen-
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heimer revealing that the whole
business of nuclear fission was a
case of mass hypnosis, something
that never really happened and
never will. Give us an age like
that and we won't care if there
is no deal at all.

The Fair Deal
back to the Fair Deal,
though, it seems to be pretty
generally agreed that Harry Truman is asking for what just a
little more than half of the voters
voted for last November. And
what the voters asked for, whether
we personally like it or not, is
paternalism. It was probably inevitable that they should have
asked for that.
It seems to be generally true
that the dignity of the individual
varies inversely as the density of
population. In the early days of
our nation, when we had a small
population holding a tremendously large and wealthy land mass,
government was something to be
tolerated and its functions were
almost entirely of a police nature.
With the gradual increase in our
population density there has come
a corresponding feeling that the
individual as such is strong only
by virtue of his being a part of a
strong group. We have arrived
now at a point where the struggle
is not so much between individu-

G
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als as between groups, a fact
which we may regret but which
it seems we must accept.
In such a society, it becomes
necessary for government to take
on many new functions. The ~
argument right now is not over
whether government must take
over new functions but how many .....~
new functions it should take on.
And that question is too important to be discussed in an atmosphere of hate and distrust. We r
shall get nowhere by calling Senator Taft a mossback or President
Truman a radical. We may start ~
with the assumption that both of
those gentlemen, and the people
who follow them, are sincere pa- t.- ,
triots whose chief consideration
is for the national welfare. Starting with such an assumption, our A
job becomes one of listening respectfully to what both sides have l" ·
to say and commending the na- .,
tion to Divine Providence. We
are sure that Mr. Truman's op- ..
position wants a fair deal as much
as he does. But only God Himself '
knows what a truly fair deal is.
....

Miracle or Psychotherapy?
HE

Chicago Daily News, a few

T weeks ago, sent one of its re- ~

porters around to ask some
preachers and surgeons what they
thought about miracles, specifically the miraculous cure of diseases.

~
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The results were not surprising.
The surgeons seemed to be rather
amused that anybody would still
take miracles seriously enough to
ask questions about them. The
preachers were divided. At one
extreme was the preacher who
said he had actually witnessed
such a miracle in his own family.
At the other extreme was the
preacher who completely ruled
out the miraculous in healing .
Much would depend, of course,
upon one's definition of the word
"miracle." We are just beginning
to scratch the surface of the whole
great field of psychotherapy, but
already we have on record instances of people recovering from
what seemed to be hopeless diseases simply because they wanted
to recover and had faith that they
would recover. It would be diffi·
cult to consider that a miracle
because there is no discernible
direct intervention of the supernatural or the divine.
On the other hand, how can we
tell how often "natural processes''
(whatever they may be) have been
interrupted to preserve us from
harm? Which is the greater mirade-the sudden cure of a tubercular patient or our preservation
against infection when we are exposed to it? Viewed in that light,
many of us owe our lives to miracles of which we were never conscious_
As for the obvious miracle, the

5

Church has always been highly
skeptical of any so-called manifestations of direct divine intervention. It has always held that
the Almighty does not suspend
the usual operation of things for
the convenience or comfort of individuals but only where miracles
are necessary to the work of the
Church. It would be the height
of arrogance for any Christian to
suppose he is so essential to the
spread of the Gospel that God
cannot afford to let him die.

About Taxes
year again, as is our cusll tom, we sent our radio in for
its annual check-up on the first
day of March. By doing so, we accomplish two desirable ends: first,
we get the year's accumulation of
minor ailments in the radio itself
all cleaned up at one time; secondly (and more important), we
get out of having to listen to rehashes of the tired old incometax theme on the comedy programs.
There is little enough humor in
any kind of tax-paying. There is
no humor at all, as far as we can
see, in paying taxes for what we
are paying taxes for now_ About
seventy-five cents out of each tax
dollar we pay is directly related to
original and actual sin, for we are
paying that much to clear up inf"JrHIS
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debtedness from wars past and to
prepare for possible future wars.
That leaves us a quarter to spend
on what might be called constructive things. To those who say that
they will not believe anything
that they cannot apprehend by
rational processes we say: "Here,
gentlemen, is the 1949 budget and
your tax bill based upon it. Tell
us how rational man could get
himself into this much of a mess
and we will listen to you."

Art and Politics
research staff is currently
O looking
into the possible efUR

fects of two recent happenings
upon the arts in general and music in particular.
Most of our readers will have
heard about the Furtwaengler incident in Chicago which was followed a few days later by the
Gieseking incident in New York.
Dr. Furtwaengler withdrew from
his contract to conduct the Chicago Symphony Orchestra next
year after various individuals and
groups started swearing in the
public prints about his having
conducted the Berlin orchestra
during the Nazi period. Gieseking, a first-rate pianist, was denied entry to the United States
after a number of groups charged
that he also had consorted with
sinners in the Third Reich.

Comes now one of the questions
our researchers are investigating.
If we are going to ostracize men ~
who conduct or play for people
of questionable political leanings,
what do we do about the men \who wrote for such people? UnI
fortunately, most of those men are
quite dead, so we shall not be able ~oo ~
to bully them out of a contract
or sick the immigration bureau +-on them but some reprisal is
obviously in order. Take the Was- f1
sermusik, for instance. It seems
quite certain that old George
Frederick Handel wrote it to jolly 4
along a reactionary old Hanno- !:
verian. Take old Papa Haydn. For
the better part of his adult life ~
he was in the pay of the Ester·
hazys, a clan of Hungarian nobles.
In the field of letters, what about
that notorious old Jew-baiter, W.
Shakespeare (alias Shakspere)?
What we may have to end up
with, at least as a starter, is a new •
kind of program notes. We want 1o
to see the programs chastely print- -"'
ed in a good Caslon type (neither "'
too old-fashioned nor too radical)
and containing, in addition to
short resumes of the evening's •
offerings, an extended discussion
of the political ideas of the per- '
forming artist (where available,
perhaps even a voting record on
the order of a baseball box score).
We want to hear no music written AI
by anyone who was anti-anything,
or who associated with anybody

1
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who was anti-anything, or lived
in the same town with anybody
who was anti-anything.
And since that will obviously
rule quite a few standard numbers out of the concert repertoire,
we are leading a movement to
assemble a great mass demonstration of liberals to burn all of the
proscribed musical literature.

The Japanese Elections

E CANNOT share Gen. MacArthur's optimism regarding the recent Japanese general
elections. The General hailed
them as a triumph of conservative government and, at least by
implication, suggested that conservative government was what
we wanted in Japan. This, we
submit, is open to debate.
We still have a lot of faith in
the pendulum idea of historythe idea that when a country goes
all the way toward one extreme,
., it will later swing all the way to
the other extreme. In the case of
Japan, what that would mean
would be that if the new conservative government fails to bring
Japan out of what most observers
consider a well-nigh hopeless economic and political mess, the
swing will go all the way to the
left and that could mean a Com~ munist Japan.

W
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The first indications of such a
trend did, indeed, show up in the
recent voting. The middle-of-theroad parties, the parties which
correspond most closely to our
Republican and Democratic parties, lost out so badly that they
practically cease to be a force in
Japanese politics. Meanwhile, the
Communists increased their membership in the Diet from four to
thirty-five seats.
Beyond the Japanese elections,
though, we can't help noting (and
with many forebodings) that there
seems to be a general trend all
over the world toward one or an·
other of the political extremes.
People are abandoning the middle ground and going all the way
toward rock-bound conservatism
or toward out-and-out Communism. It makes us nervous to see
this choosing up sides. Now, if
ever, we need a real "third force,"
a middle position which can draw
the best from both extremes and
prevent either extreme from taking over.

Good and Bad and
Litde Black Sheep
is quoted directly
T fromfollowing
the New York Times:
HE

"The Atomic Energy Commission
told Congress today that it was
engaged in peak production of

8
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the most destructive types of
atomic bombs and of the radioactive products that were good
for mankind."
There is undoubtedly some
kind of moral to be drawn from
that report but to us it suggests
something else, a kind of insane
mathematics, a simultaneous adding and subtracting in which
both the plusses and the minuses
have variable values. The best
analogy we can think of offhand
is the crazy business of patching
together a man who tries to do
himself in while he is awaiting
execution so that he will be able
to make it to the gallows. In such
a situation, good and bad cease to
be positive or negative terms.
The Commission talks about
radioactive products that were
good for mankind. Presumably,
such a product would be a healing agent, a life-lengthener. That
leads to the assumption, then, that

living is good in itself. But how
good is it to live in a world which
is refereed by the "most destructive types of atomic bombs"? The
time may come when we will consider those products "good" which
furnish us with an escape from
the bomb or from too-long life
or from an eroded and overcrowded globe. Jan Masaryk, remember,
got to the point where an open
window and a paved courtyard
offered something better than life
itself.
It may seem irreverent to say
so, but every time we sit down
to think about this whole business
of atomic energy and its use,
we end up with the strains of
the Whiffenpoof Song running
through our mind: "We're poor
little lambs that have lost our
way, baa, baa, baa; We're little
black sheep that have gone astray,
baa, baa, baa." Little black sheep
in a big black world.

•
J..:

The

PILGRIM
"All the trumpets sounded for him on the
other side."
-PILGRIM'S PROGRESS
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surface of life. . . . The preacher
and philosopher call the pursuit
of "having" materialism.... The
emphasis on "being" must inevitably end up in religion. . . .
Perhaps, I thought, our real
trouble in our time is that we
have tried to compromise between
having and being on a gigantic
scale, never before attempted in
history. . . . Can we not love the
things of this world-and God
too? . . . Must we choose, and
be doomed to choose until the day
we die? . . . Will not God love
us even more if we have something to bring Him-gold, intelligence, good works? . . .
The great conflict, at the very
heart of our life and times, became more evident as I thought
about Lent. . . . For about six
weeks each year the Church turns
to look, more closely than at any
other time, at the twenty-one
hours between six o'clock on
Maundy Thursday and three
o'clock on Good Friday.... Cer-

Having and Being

•

P.

CIOMEWHERE during the past
0 month I saw these two words
-having and being-standing together.... As I remember it, the
sentence had nothing to do with
the train of ideas which the pairing of the words intended ... but
somehow they stuck . . . having
and being. ... Here, I began to
think, is the great debate of the
twentieth century in two words
. . . the line between them not
always clear and the adherents of
one or the other wandering back
and forth, never very sure of
where they belong and trying to
compromise between two irreconcilables ....
And yet the cleavage is clear
and deep. . . . The relative emphasis we place on these two
words is a complete measure of
the worth of our lives and the
state of our souls. . . . The conflict between the two, often unconscious and certainly unexpressed, runs silently beneath the

9
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tainly those hours are all on the . . . "What shall it profit a man
side of being. ... He had nothing if he gain the whole world and
during those hours which the lose his soul?" . . . We had the
world would consider worth hav- world and we still have it, but
ing . . . only a borrowed room, the depths of our being, our souls,
a given supper, and faithless are dark and lost.... Once more,
friends ...
in our time, we shall have to make
But He was enough to stop a the choice between having and
part of the world in its chase after being-between having the world
things these many years. . . . He and being a child of God . . .
was and is and shall be. . . . The and that will not be easy . . . it
fact that He is history's greatest means the long road back to the
example of the importance of Cross . . . and it means grace
being is, I know, a minor matter. ... the grace to see what we have
. . . It is infinitely more important been and what we can be .
to know and believe that He was
-and is-the Son of God, the
Savior of the world .... But just
now I am interested in the fact
that His whole life, especially the From and to
H E effect of religion on life and
last twenty-one hours, is a towering indictment of our twentieth
living depends very largely on
century way of measuring values. the maintenance of the divine
... Both cannot possibly be right. balance between the prepositions
. . . If He was right, we are "from" and "to." . .. As we wanwrong ... as badly and tragically der about the world we see too
wrong as human beings can be .... many people whose religion is a
Very slowly now we have running awa y f r om something
learned that . . . through all the rather than to something. . . .
strange and horrible things that To become religious because of
have happened to us ... through some disappointment, or boredom,
tears and death in every corner of or surfeit of pleasure, or overdose
our wayward planet. ... We have of sorrow may be a beginning,
learned that what we have-pow- but it is a long way from the end.
er, wealth, the secrets of the Uni- ... W ays that merely turn aside
verse-matters little and that what often end nowhere .... Is it true
we are will determine our years that too much of twentieth cenand eternity.... And slowly too tury Christianity is merely a series
we have begun to remember that of negatives? . . . Obviously, reHe once told us all about this. ligion begins there. . . . A turn-

.. .
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ing away from sin, redemption
from sin, death, and the devil.
. . . That, however, is not the
end. . . . In the story of the
Prodigal Son the "from" is in the
words "When he came to himself," the "to," in the words "I
will arise and go to my father."
. . . The final purpose of Christianity is to bring men home
again .. .. Luther knew that when
he wrote, "My Lord who has redeemed me from all sin, from
death and from the power of the
devil-that I may be His own and
live under Him in His Kingdom."
The balance between "from"
and "to" determines our attitude
over against the world . . . . It
may be a vale of tears, a valley of
dry bones, a place of mourning,
a little dream, but you cannot put
it in its proper place by merely
condemning it or running away
from it. ... That world, with all
its wrongs, must be pointed "to"
something. . . . The Christian
life is a royal progress from evil
to good, from lies to truth, from
despair to hope, from doubt to
faith, from weakness to power.
... Perhaps, too, that is one reason why we are so impatient with
• those who profess Christianity but
look with contempt upon the
Church of God . ... Throughout
" the centuries the Church has been
the leader in this march. . . . She
has carried the banner . . . has
-' lifted men from earth to heaven.

... The Church needs more men
and women who think less of
themselves and more of Him who
thought everything of us . . .
men and women who will search
their souls for defects and search
His soul for power. . . . They,
and they alone, can approach the
business of living properly. . . .
They live no less energetically
because they live somewhat absently, as a man might work at
night looking for the sun . . .
and it will come...

The Heart of History
The most imG ooD
portant day in the history of
FRIDAY ••••

man .... Let a man say what he
believes about the six hours from
nine until three and we shall
know, as surely as we can, the
eternal fate of his soul. . . .
Strange things happened on the
little hill nineteen hundred years
ago, but none more strange than
the fact that the hands of God
pressed the story of man into six
hours . . . . Nineteen centuries of
birth and death, of pomp and circumstance, of empires and sparrows, have not given men a new
way to see the Cross and its meaning for those who pass by. . . .
The Roman governor still walks
the streets of the world, touched
but not persuaded, glimpsing
heaven and choosing hell, the
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twentieth century man-proud,
careful, cynical, afraid in his
bravery of the greatest courage in
life, the courage of faith . . . . All
the others are here too-the mob
blind to everything but bloodthe blind leaders of the blind who
fear that the power of heaven
will take away their power on
earth-the unseeing who make a
holiday of hate out of the suffering of God. . . . For six hoursfor nineteen hundred years-it
goes on, the traffic along the road
beside the Cross, where men and
women pass and linger and look,
or hurry by; and every man's life
is changed by the look he gives
the stricken figure upon it. . . .
This is all he can know, or needs
to know, here and hereafter. . . .
Whatever else may grow dim, or
be broken and lost, the darkness
of the Cross lights up his way,
homeless and alone without it, a
shining light across the dark. . . .
The mystery of mysteries! . . . A
limp, torn body hangs upon a
Cross, but in it, above it, beyond
it, is the Light that never was on
land or sea....
All great events of history have
been misunderstood. .
The
Cross is no exception. . . . Why
has this pouring of the world's
sorrow on one Head held men
these many years? .. . Is it because
suffering is a language that all
men can understand? . . . Is it
the terrible fascination of the tri0

•

umph of evil? . . . Is it a momentary glimpse into the hidden
heroism of the soul of man which, ""
embodied in its best and fairest,
can reach heights of unselfishness
unconquered b y those whose only 1w
destiny is the dust? .. . Men have
said these things and have lost
the fulness of the Cross in its
splinters ..
There is no need to
explain the Cross. . . . God has
explained it. . . . Over and over
again so that no one might
misunderstand, but perhaps most
clearly and finally in the twentyfive words which we know as John .L
3:16. . . . The Cross is eternally
silent unless it speaks, now and
for all time, of the reality of sin, J.
the sureness of judgment, and the
conquering love which forgives
sin and removes judgment by the
atoning death of Him who became the everlasting chalice for ,-.
all the tenderness of God and all
the broken hopes of men. . . .
This men must mean when they .._
say, "I believe in Jesus Christ,"
1
or they may as well say, "I believe in Stephen" or "in Joan of

... .

0

•

)'If

Arc."...

•

Six hours and nineteen hundred years . . . we hear again the
loud voices saying that His day •
is done . . . so men heard them
during those six hours, and in
every generation since. . . . But f
reiteration has never made a thing
true. . . . A Cross still towers
above the thrones that men build L
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for their idols, and a crown of
thorns is still greater than all the
crowns of gold the world has
known and will know . . . the
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heart of history-the heart of God
-and here and there the believing
heart of man--this is all of Good
Friday....

When a man has a toothache, the world says: poor
man! When a man's wife deceives him, the world says:
poor man! When a man is in financial difficulties, the
world says: poor man! When it pleases God to come
into this world in the figure of a humble servant, in
order to suffer, the world says: poor man! When an
apostle with a divine message has the honor to endure
sufferings for the sake of the truth, the world says:
poor man! Poor world!
S~REN KrERKEGAARD

Nationalism and InternationalismParadox in World Affairs

·J

By JOHN STRIE T E LMEIER
Instructor in Geography
Valparaiso U ni versi ty

twentieth century is, above
1l all else, a century of contradictions. As one of our reviewers
points out in this month's book
section, we see in our times the
paradox of increased standards of
living accompanied by increasing
social ills. In education, secularization runs rampant while the secular mind becomes more and more
uncertain of its ability to encompass truth. A similar paradox
faces us in our thinking and planning for a more satisfactory world
order. Here we find the profound
contradiction of a rising tide of
nationalism flowing higher and
higher throughout the world
while, at the same time, man is
more than ever before concerned
with some kind of international
organization.
It is not hard to show that nationalism is in the ascendancy.
The first world war, which produced a League of Nations, produced also a whole new menagerie of states, each one fiercely
"'lrffE

I

determined to take root and become strong. The armistice years
between wars saw these states, and
their older neighbors, draw ever
more within themselves with the
result that international boundaries became, more than they had
ever been before except in the
most backward parts of the earth,
impassable barriers to men and
commerce and, to a considerable
extent, ideas.
It was nothing surprising that
totalitarianism in its modern form
should have found acceptance as
a scheme of government during
this period, for the development
of the totalitarian or corporate
state was simply nationalism carried to its final extreme. It was
the inevitable by-product of insularity, an insularity self-imposed
and based upon that exaggerated
We-group and They-group consciousness which is the essence
of nationalism. Anthropologists
could and did protest that it was
ludicrous, after all of the Volker-

..
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wanderungen of Europe, to speak
of any political grouping of peo., ple as "ein Volk." Geographers
could and did point out that no
European state, or any other state
for that matter, occupies a part
of the earth which from the physical standpoint could properly be
called "ein Reich." Yet millions
of presumably rational people
(and not all of them Germans,
either) accepted both the idea of
"ein Volk" and "ein Reich." Our
own "I Am an American" extravaganzas differed more in form
'> than in content from the Red
Square Reviews, the mass meetings in the Sportspalast, and the
throngs under the balcony of the
Palazzo of the Duce.

All Nations Touched

~

•
~

..1

Indeed, it would be wholly inaccurate to say that this rising
tide of nationalism, which so completely engulfed so much of continental Europe, did not touch
all nations to some extent. The
Statute of Westminster (1931) was
an acknowledgment of the consciousness of national identity
which had grown in the self-governing dominions of the British
Empire. Our own Good N eighbor
policy, however altruistic its authors may have been, represented
our adjustment to the new political climate in the Americas. The
great interest in Gaelic in the
Irish Free State was one small
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nation's way of defying the rest
of the world to absorb it into anything but an indigenous culture .
The turmoils of the Levant were
fundamentally the visible manifestations of a growing self-awareness in individual parts of what
had been the Ottoman Empire.
And yet these were also the
years of the League of Nations.
They were the years of disillusionment with war and with the prospects of accomplishing anything
good by force. The two philosophies-nationalism and internationalism-grew side by side despite the fact that each could
grow only at the expense of the
other. So it was that between wars
France kept the internationalist
Briand in the Quai d'Orsay while
the bulk of the French people and
their leaders were still following
the revenge thinking of Clemenceau. Germany made a royalist,
nationalist Junker field marshall
its president and Stresemann, the
champion of a United Europe, its
foreign secretary. In the United
States, even, we had a contradictory situation. From the White
House, Calvin Coolidge glumly
contemplated a nation beyond
whose margin lay only a vast sea
of unpaid war loans. Across the
street, in the State-War-Navy
building, Frank B. Kellogg was
working for effective international
action to outlaw war as an instrument of foreign policy.
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Thus it was that between wars
Geneva became more and more
the symbol of a waning but desperate hope as it became more
and more difficult for the statesmen to cross international boundaries to get to Geneva. The proceedings of many of the sessions
of the League show pathetic attempts on the part of the delegates to reconcile this burgeoning
nationalism with the nascent internationalism. Every member
country was committed to the
idea of a good and peaceful world
wherein all nations would submit
themselves to the benign rule of
this world parliament of man.
That is to say, they accepted the
idea in principle. Each country
felt obliged first, however, to
bring about a world situation
in which the League could function efficiently and justly-in other
words, each country was willing
to go along with a League which
it controlled.
After Munich (September,
1938) , there seems to have been,
for a little while, a more or less
general abandonment of the idea
of one peaceful world as a practical possibility, at least for our
time. It was only after the second
world war had progressed to a
point where there was at least
hope of an Allied victory that
internationalism, as an immediately practical idea, made a comeback, but when it did come back

it came back stronger than ever
,
before. It was then the hope of
many that the bitter experiences ,.., I
of the armistice years would have
served as an effective deterrent to
any further attempts to ground
world affairs upon a paradox.
Unfortunately, such has not been
the case. While it is true that the ....
war greatly encouraged the concept of international organization, it also brought forth a new
and more virulent nationalism.
The United States itself became
a victim of some of the most pernicious ills of this new nation.al- ~
ism. It is, for instance, no longer
sufficient for certain groups of
our people to be loyal, law-abid- ..J.
ing citizens; they must swear that
they have never been anything
else. It is not sufficient for a citizen to be passionately loyal to
our political system; he must also
be thoroughly committed to our
economic system.

Wilson and Coolidge

And yet the good citizen is ex- '1
pected also to be fully committed
to the internationalism which "
produced the United Nations. He ~
must be Woodrow Wilson at
Lake Success and Calvin Cool- •
idge in Washington. Such a transformation, if one is forced to
make it often enough, leaves one f..
with a confused feeling of being
no one at all. Most of us, however, are not capable of making .~o

j'
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such swift change-overs. As a result, we end up by choosing to be
one or the other and, since Washington belongs to Us while Lake
Success belongs to Us and to
Them, we choose to be Calvin
Coolidge.
How to resolve this paradox?
The most pathetic attempt is in
the charter of the United Nations
itself, in the much-abused veto
power. The veto (which was inserted, incidentally, at the insistence of all of the major powers)
was the attempt of the ages to
have one's cake and eat it, too. Its
function in the charter is to guarantee that the world government
will not really govern-or at least
that it will not govern us. Its
apologists maintain that it was a
temporary expedient, a kind of
tadpole tail that would be
chucked when the young frog became large enough and strong
enough to get about on its own
four legs. Unfortunately, giving
a political institution the form
of a tadpole does not endow it
with the beautifully mechanical
biological development of a tadpole.
Ultimately, of course, every
paradox is self-destructive. So it
will be with this one. We shall
finally be pulled toward one or
the other of the contradictory
ideas. It is not our purpose to
espouse either of the two ideas.
·w e are interested only in point-
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ing out that one cannot move
simultaneously in two opposite
directions. Young Gerry Davis
knows that and he makes sense
when he sits down on the steps of
the Palais de Chaillot and demands that the United Nations
safeguard him in his rights as a
world citizen. Col. Robert McCormick knows that and he
makes sense when he boils up an
editorial consigning the whole
United Nations set-up to the subbasement of Gehenna. Most of
the rest of us don't make much
sense when, over morning coffee,
we talk about one big, happy
world and, over afternoon tea,
maintain the logic of spending
another billion or two to preserve the precarious balance of
power between one half of our
world and the other.

One World Inevitable
Whichever of the two poles we
are pulled toward, we shall end
up finally w~th some kind of
world organization, assuming of
course that we go all the way
toward whichever pole we choose.
If we follow Col. McCormick all
the way toward a new and stronger nationalism, then in the logic
of our present world situation we
commit ourselves to one world
centered upon Washington or at
least upon the North Atlantic
community of nations. If we follow Davis to the opposite pole,
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we end up with a world state in
which, ultimately, the scales of
power are tipped in favor of
whatever region or combination
of regions may have what it takes
to seize and hold power.
Hopeless? Almost but not
quite. Whichever pole we accept,
we come face to face with the
fact that government to be effective must have the power to enforce its will upon the governed,
even when the governed are their
own governors. There is the hope
then of finding a substitute for
physical force as the coercive
power. And here we may see
some faint glimmers of hope already. Take the present United
Nations, for instance. The physical power is held in theory by
the Big Five but in reality by
the Big Two. And yet there is
power in the United Nations
which is not directly related to
physical force. We think, for instance, of the enormous influence
of Dr. Evatt, the Australian delegate. If Dr. Evatt were to start

threatening physical coercion, he
would merely sound silly. When
he stands up and pronounces rigid moral judgments, though, the
delegates of every nation listen
respectfully because he brings to
bear a force which, ultimately, is
greater than mere physical force.
So it is with the delegates from a
number of the other smaller
countries.
None of us have ever quite understood what our Lord meant
when He said that "the meek
shall inherit the earth." It has
been suggested that He used the
work "meek" in some different
sense than the customary one or
that He was talking about some
earth still to be revealed to us.
In the light of what is happening
now in our world, might it not
be reasonable to suppose that He
meant exactly what He said? And
is that not perhaps the one enduring basis that we have for the kind
of world we all hope to see in our
time?

•

History As Law
and Gospel . . II
By

JAROSLAV PELIKAN, PH.D.

Assistant Professor of Philosophy,
Valparaiso University

word that history can
T say last
of itself and for itself is
HE

a word of Law. A careful and
sensitive study of the historical
process, accompanied by introspection and reflection, can lead
me to the conclusion that my
thinking and believing are conditioned by the times in which I
live. Such an examination can
also show that regardless of the
place I or my society may occupy
in the continuing stream of history, I use the results of historical development and technological advancement in the service of
evil rather than of good.
In a word, history is corrupted
and in need of redemption-this
much I can know of myself. I can
learn to know history as Law.
But the central message of the
Christian faith is its assertion
that the Law is not God's last
word to men, but that His final
self-disclosure is the Gospel of

salvation. This salvation was historically wrought and can be historically realized. It is God's pardon for history, and history's only
hope.

Not Self-Redemptive
If history's pardon and history's hope are rooted in God, then
any view of history which sees it
as self-redemptive is ruled out. As
the announcement of the giveness of God in and for history,
the Gospel is also the denunciation and renunciation of all human efforts to save history and of
all trust in human ability to redeem historical process.
That divine stricture applies
with equal force to all such efforts, regardless of their origin.
It directs itself with equal vigor
against the bourgeois and the
Marxist theory of progress, as
against any other construction
that would seek to rob God of
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primacy and lordship m the
achievement of human redemption.
What we term the "bourgeois
theory of progress" is the naive
faith in the infinite improvability
of man that characterized many
of the founding fathers of the
United States and that was largely produced by the capitalist
revolution in European history.
The development of finance capitalism in the early modern era
made it possible for men to go
from rags to riches in a short
time. The impression thus created of infinite possibilities for expansion and improvement was
substantiated when men grew
rich in the trading days of the
seventeenth century. But nowhere
was this myth of progress more
widespread than m the early
United States.
Students of colonial history
will recall that America was a
land of economic opportunity to
those who came here from various parts of Europe. On the
frontier the individual was pitted against the forces of nature.
If those forces were victorious, he
died. But if he managed to overcome them by brain or brawn or
a combination of the two, he
could make a life for himself and
for his family in what had previously been a wilderness. With
the industrial revolution there
came additional support for the

theory of progress. For all a man
needed was inventive genius,
cleverness, and a little luck to
achieve great things in the field
of manufacturing and business.
Regardless of the economic
and social value of the movement
just sketched-an interesting and
important problem, but not directly related to our questionthe fact remains that the development of the middle class as the
most aggressive economic and political unit in modern society
brought with it an ideology of
progress and of man's function in
history that runs counter to some
of the basic affirmations of Christian faith. When a man could,
by the manipulation and use of
this or that natural resource, acquire wealth, prominence, and
power over his fellowmen, it was
very easy to make him believe
that there was no limit on his
opportunity and that the course
of history Is forward. Thus it
was that the older form of "liberalism" developed its philosophy
of history.

And Marxism Concurs
Although both would object
violently to the comparison, there
is much affinity between this
philosophy of history and the
Marxist view. The theory of history which Marx propounded a
century ago is, to be sure, a dynamic one in contrast to the stat-

I
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ic conception under! ying the
theory of progress. But it shares
-r
with the theory of progress a
naive faith in history's power to
redeem itself.
"The history of all hitherto existing society," says the Communist Manifesto of 1848, "is the
history of class struggle." Before
history began, however, this was
not true. The Marxist philosophy
of history envisions a prehistoric
golden age, in which there was
economic harmony. But this harmony was disrupted by catastrophe when, for the first time, a
man exploited the labor of another man. Ever since then his~ tory has been the arena for a
struggle between those who labor
and those who use the labor of
others for their own aggrandizement; first one, then another class
has come out on top. But history
is working its way out of this
struggle. It has produced a new
class, the proletariat, to which
the future of history belongs. One
day this class will unite to destroy
._ its oppressors, and then the primitive golden age will be restored.
Despite the many parallels between this view and the Christian
-1
understanding of history, the
Marxist theory significantly rules
out the redemptive and creative
-1 activity of God as the ruling force
J
in human history.
.J
This is, indeed, the fundamen• tal heresy in both the theory of
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progress and the Marxist philosophy of history. The theory of
progress believes that history will
move toward its goal by a steady
rise; Marxism believes that history will achieve that goal by
revolution. But both mistakenly
believe that this will be history's
own doing, and both are opposed
to God's revolution in Christthe bourgeois theory because it is
a revolution, the Marxist theory
because it is God's. The pride of
achievement in the former and
the pride of ambition in the latter make it impossible for either
to accept the Christian claim that
in Christ God has turned history
upside down.

History an Arena
And yet that is the core of the
Christian understanding of history as Gospel. Like Marx, the
Christian sees history as the arena
of a struggle, not between social
classes, but between God and Satan. The Christian also looks
backward to a primitive state of
innocence, a golden age, in which
harmony prevailed. He also believes that this golden age was
destroyed by the selfishness of
man, not by a sin against another
man, but by a sin against the Almighty. He also believes that history will be redeemed by a cataclysmic event, not by a revolution
from below, but by a revolution
from above.
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The Christian faith in God's
redemption of history centers in
the Cross. The Cross is, characteristically, the symbol of history
as Law (men failed to realize that
they were crucifying their King)
and the symbol of history as Cospel (by the crucifixion God became the King) . Hidden in the
Cross is God's Word to history
and His promise of redemption.
For by the Cross God broke into history and shattered the power of those who ruled history.
The "Prince of this age" held
men captive, and those who
served him lived for this age. But
in His Son, God established a
new age and set into motion a
new aeon.
Because of the Cross, the Christian sees history as the bearer of
the divine activity. He knows better than does anyone else that
history cannot be counted upon
to work out its own salvation.
For history as it moves on is part
of the old aeon, of the aeon that
passeth away. It is only by the
radical intrusion of the new aeon
in Christ that men can begin to
live again. This is the "eternal
life" of the New Testament, the
life of the (new) age, hid with
Christ in God. But that life begins in the here and now, and so
the Christian view of history
takes time very seriously. In contrast to the Greek view that time
was unimportant and only eter-

nity mattered, Christianity bade
men to understand that the
Word had become flesh, had entered history. As we mentioned
4
in the first part of this essay, the
Christian interpretation of the
Kairos, the appointed time, is
part of this general attitude toward history and time.
No materialist, dialetical or
otherwise, is more pessimistic
than is the Christian of history's
chances to redeem itself. But no
idealist, bourgeois or otherwise,
-i
is more optimistic in his assertion
that history can be redeemed- J.
but by God! The Cross is both
the denunciation of all human
attempts at self-redemption and Jthe annunciation of God's redemption in Christ.
Because the Christian philosophy of history takes time seriously, the Christian doctrine of
the Church is an integral part
of that philosophy. The Church
is, in New Testament terms, the
body of Christ, whose Head is its
redeeming Lord. Whatever may
be its state in the world, it is to •
the Church that the future of
,
history belongs. "All things are
yours, and ye are Christ's, and
Christ is God's" is the Pauline "' 1
description. The Church is the
J
company of those who acknowledge Christ as Lord and who !have entered into the new aeon
in Christ. It is the visible exhibit
of God's condescension to men -.

'
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and of their response to Him. If
you would know what history can
be and should be, look at the
Church. There, despite the conditionedness of its life and thought,
men can see the ongoing activity
of God the Holy Spirit and the
continuing redemption of God in
Christ. In the Church men can
see what history was intended to
be in God's plan, and what,
through Christ, it can be in God's
restoration.
Although his interpretation of
_.., the Christian conception of human destiny leaves much to be
~
desired, Reinhold Niebuhr's summary of the Christian view is
-\. trenchant and to the point:
"Christianity enters the world
with the stupendous claim that in
Christ (that is in both the character of Christ and the epic of
his life) the expectations of the
ages have been fulfilled. . . . The
claim was that in the life, death,
and resurrection of Christ, the
expected disclosure of God's sov-' ereignty over history, and the expected establishment of that sovereignty had taken place. In this

•
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disclosure of the power and will
which governs history, both life
and history had found their previously partly hidden and partly
revealed meaning."
If what we have sketched here
is a description of the Christian
view of history, then this view is
a part of the Christian doctrine
of justification by faith and not
by works. That doctrine, abused
and misunderstood, means no
more and no less than this: that
man cannot become what he
should become except by the act
of God in Christ. All human efforts are thereby declared useless,
but man is called into fellowship
with God by God Himself. The
love and favor of God are bestowed, not because man is lovable, but because God is loving.
So it is with history. History
comes as Law whenever its movement demonstrates that man cannot achieve his own salvation.
But it comes as Gospel when, in
the Cross of Christ, it brings the
message of God's favor and abiding love. This is the ultimate
meaning of history aNd the last,
best hope of earth .

THE

ASTROLABE
By

THEODORE GRAEBNER

-------------------------------·~------------ing on an innerspring mattress.
The car had four full-elliptical
springs and its balance of motor
and body was perfect. You never
saw such a motor. It had its cylinders on top of the drive shaft assembly, each piston housed in its
separate chamber which was covered with fiat rings of copper
over which the air circulated
when driving and which constituted the famous air-cooling system of the Franklin.
It had more than the air-cooling system to recommend itthough that was a talking point,
considering that in those days the
water would often boil over and,
of course, was apt to freeze up
in winter and ruin your radiator.
The Franklin had no radiator, it
had no water-cooling jacket, it
had no water pump to get out of
order, and no thermostat. It was
atr cooled. That was the making

THE FRANKLIN
£ I was stopping at a traffic
•
signal the other day and
looking down the cross street I
saw parked against the curb a
Franklin. It was evidently in its
final stage of usefulness, all the
paint gone and the body mostly
covered with red rust, one lamp
beaten in, and cardboard in place
of the plate glass that had been
furnished with the car when it
was young, say in 1930. The grill,
while dented, was still good chromium and the lines of hood,
fenders and body were still unmistakably The Franklin.
About twenty years ago I visited the Franklin factory in Syracuse, N. Y. It was a small factory. They probably never turned
out as many as five thousand cars
a year-but what a car it was! It
weighed as much as three Fords
and to travel in it was like float24

!-
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of the Franklin and as we shall
see, it was its undoing.
When we visited the factory in
Syracuse, not on a search for a
new car but on a simple sightseeing trip, we beheld a sight that
first caused us to wish we could
have a Franklin. Here was a motor, just completed, the chassis
and wheels resting upon a drum
which rotated, as one could see
by the dial, at the rate of 40, 50,
70, and 85 miles an hour. This
was still the period of automobile
engineering when they told you
to speed up the motor not faster
than 25 miles per hour lest you
overheat it and score the cylinders, possibly ruin the entire engine. Here was a motor so perfectly machined that it could accelerate its pistons to a car speed
of 85 miles per hour.
The ordinary price at Syracuse
was $3,000, corresponding to the
$5,ooo for a Cadillac. Special
models like the Chum-Car were
$3,500. Soon after, we happened
upon a Franklin that had been
used 4,ooo miles and we bought
it.

A LESSON IN ADVERTISING
The Franklin went out of
business during the depres•
sion that caused the collapse of
many a good business twenty
years ago. Many another firm
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producing fine cars folded up because there was no longer any
market for the Locomobile, the
Pierce-Arrow, the Stutz, and many
of the noble machines of the middle era of automobile making.
But the Franklin would have survived the depression years if it
had not built its reputation on a
single factor-the Air-Cooled Motor. The manufacturers were
wonderful engineers and produced an absolutely honest article, but they miscalculated on the
attractiveness of the air-cooling
feature. Every automobile maker in the country looked into this
feature, of course, and was afraid
to adopt it lest a move of this
nature would so add to the prestige of the Franklin as to give it
an unbeatable advantage in the
fine car market. So the sales talk
for the water-cooled engine system sounded like this: "Yes, the
Franklin has an air-cooled motor.
Only the Franklin. What might
be the reason for that?" -leaving
a doubt in the customers' mind
whether a feature could be really
up to the claims of its manufacturer when other keen engineers
held aloof from it. As a matter of
fact, aside from creating a rather
warm blast from the hood into
the car when traveling at high
speeds, the motor performed perfectly. But meanwhile the engineers of competing firms perfected the thermostat to such a de-
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gree that boiling over was practically eliminated, and they built '
connections so tight that the antifreeze solutions would last the
entire winter. Aside from water
pumps wearing out, the problem
had been whipped. No longer
did owners of fine cars turn in
disgust from other makes to the
Franklin, to be rid of their watercooling troubles.
The advertising policy of the
Franklin had overlooked other
features which distinguished
their car. Nothing was ever said
of the full-elliptical springs which
made the ride in the Franklin
one of luxurious smoothness, a
floating, a being wafted away as
on a magic carpet. And the speed.
The Franklin was a fast car. The
model we owned sped easily up to
So miles an hour within two minutes after a dead stop. One dim
spring morning we resolved to
"let her out" on one of those
"test your speedometer" stretches
on Route 40 in Illinois. The
speedometer registered 102 and
the accelerator was not yet down
to the floor-board.
Add to these qualities the most
beautiful radiator front ever designed for a car and the Franklin
had something. It gave us some
satisfaction to know that the
manufacturers did not go bankrupt. They just quit making the
car and there were no more new
Frankl ins.

MOTORING IN THE TWENTIES
Al Before we acquired this
.huge behemoth of a Franklin car, we had driven an Oakland. The 1924 model had such
charm as to be irresistible to anyone able to spend $1400. Certainly, General Motors could pay
dividends from such a price for
such a car, for it had very little
but the bare essentials of locomotion. It had that tremendous new
improvement, the starter button
under your left foot and it had
electric headlights. Its limit of
speed was forty miles an hour,
and at thirty it weaved and hurtled as if about to leave the
ground. There was not enough
power to pull it through six
inches of mud, and in our bold
and adventurous climb from Uniontown over the Tuscaroras in
Pennsylvania it boiled over every
half mile and had to be cooled
off and somehow have its cooling
jacket replenished with water
from some mountain stream or
from a watering trough by the
roadside. Traveling a rough road
at a speed higher than twelve
miles an hour would mean a broken spring, and we knew enough
not to attempt as much as twentyfive miles an hour over new gravel,
lest we begin to skid and break
an axle. That was the Oakland
of 1924, price $1400. We got a
great deal of fun out of it and
it was a day to be marked red

1
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in the family records when the
lady of the house and mother of
five children drove into New
York City under the elevated
tracks and came to a rest in front
of the Pennsylvania Hotel, radiator boiling over but everything
ship-shape and without accident
all the way from St. Louis. Detours every 2 5 or 30 miles on
Highway 40; and making 18 miles
to the gallon.

A STEAM ENGINE UNDER
THE HOOD
£ A friend of mine once lifted the hood on a Stanley
Steamer and showed me what was
below. Would you believe it,
nothing but a round kettle filled
with water and when heated with
a gasoline burning grate below,
producing the steam that drove
the engine. \Vriting in the letter
column of the Atlantic Monthly,
January, 1949, a correspondent in
Toronto, Canada, tells about the
early Locomobile Steamer. This
was a Locomobile using the Stanley Steamer system for activating
its motor. It had, says this correspondent, two back seats much
higher than the two front seats
and was steered with a tiller like
the old-fashioned motorboat, not
with a wheel. The engine had two
cylinders and was rated at "two
catpower." Under the boiler was

UJ
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a gasoline fire drawing its fuel
from a tank close by containing R
gallons of gasoline. On the trip
here described, from Toronto to
Boston, the Atlantic correspondent says that "the main need was
water. There was no condenser on
this engine, so we made about 25
miles per 20 gallons of water. We
emptied all the horse troughs
from Toronto to Boston."
In 192 2 I saw one of these
steam-propelled cars-either the
White or the Stanley-at San Bernardino in Southern California.
It was an open car, of course, the
tourists were clad in dusters
which covered them from neck
to ankles, all wore goggles and
had turban-like headgear for protection against the wind and
dust. How they had made it from
the Central States to California
would be quite a saga if we had
stopped to hear it, but they had
our unbounded admiration for
their spirit of adventure and
their ability to negotiate roads
of incredible vileness and terrific
grades.

DUESENBERG-THE LAST
WORD
~ The Rolls-Royce is still at
the head of distinction in
the entire world of automobile
manufacturing. The story goes
that every single roller bearing

W
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is machined individually by
hand, every lock, every connection treated in the same way until the engine from stem to stern
is such a perfect piece of mechanism that with the most ordinary
attention in the way of lubrication the car has a life of thirty
years. Many are twenty years old
and show no sign of wear. But
in their appeal to the swank and
ultra-rich there was never anything like the Duesenberg.
The advertising methods of this
car were such as must have made
their originator an object of
loathing to the rest of the automobile trade. It was designed
with almost demoniacal ingenuity to make every other car but
the Duesenberg appear like a
vehicle for the down-and-outer.
The advertising was limited to the
very best magazines for one thing.
And the page ad never contained
the picture of a car. The entire
appeal was based on suggestion.
It would be the picture of a tremendous French chateau with a
great driveway leading up to the
stairs that led to the main entrance, formal gardens, statuary,
and fountains in the distance, an
air of grandeur and wealth over
the entire ensemble. Then down
inconspicuously in a corner the
single word-Duesenberg.
Or they would show a company of three or four men of aristocratic features in a dimly light-

ed but luxurious clubroom, sipping cocktails, liveried waiters
at respectful distance, in furniture and drapes every suggestion
of ancient wealth. Then in a corner of the picture just the word
Duesenberg.
Picture to yourself a magnificent yacht under full steam on
the Riviera coast- a penthouse on
Park Avenue-the interior of a
jeweler's shop on the Rue La Paix
-then, quite unobtrusively, the
name of the only car that would
be worthy of being mentioned
in connection with such distinction and luxury, and you can
imagine the feelings of the agents
for Lincoln, Cadillac, and Stutz.

A WORD OF CAUTION FROM
JOHN E. HUTTON
Mr. Hutton was taught to
~ drive by Charles Rolls of
the Rolls-Royce firm and built
his first car in 1901, thus making
him one of the pioneer motorists in Europe. In road races he
hit sixty miles an hour years before Barney Oldfield. He reminisces in the December Atlantic
and he has words of caution that
are worthy of the attention of
anyone who drives and for that
matter anyone who travels in an
automobile.
"Cars today," he says, "have
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the power and speed of our racers, and I venture to say that it
is solely due to the superb brakes
and tires that novices, hardly
qualified to ~ive a perambulator, are able to control, at least
in some degree, these powerful
engines put into their hands. As
it is, the qeaths and :injuries
caused by motors are shocking
and are mostly avoidable. Because I have driven, in many
countries, over a million miles
without causing bodily damage
to any human being, I may perhaps be permitted to offer to the
novice a few words of advice.
"Remember you are controlling a deadly weapon, capable of
great acceleration and far too
high a speed for most roads.
Speed in itself means nothing:
speed in relation to the roads and
the traffic which is or is expected
on them means everything. It
may be quite safe to drive at
100 m.p.h. on the great motor
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roads of Germany and Italy specially constructed so that no side
traffic can suddenly appear without warning. Twenty m.p.h. may
be dangerous under conditions of
traffic where an instantaneous
stop may be suddenly necessary.
It is far safer to start your journey sufficiently early to enable
you to 'make haste slowly' than
to take foolish risks by driving
dangerously to make up for delay due to a late start. It is better
to be sure than sorry. At 6o
m.p.h. you are covering 88 feet
per second."
His closing remarks are these:
"Be patient and considerate of
others, and constantly be on your
guard against the fools, who exist
in incredible numbers on the
road, and who in their idiotic
vanity commit every breach of
common sense and decency, and
violate traffic rules under the misconception of being smart. To
drive wisely is to drive well."

,

AND MUSIC MAKERS

~I
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·what Makes Music Great?
B y WALTER A . HANSEN

h What makes music great? Is
IJ' it the technical skill of the
composer? Is it his profundity of
thought? Is it beauty of melody?
Is it richness of harmony? Is it
ingenuity in part-writing?
What makes music great? I
wish I could give an answer.
A few years ago I read a book
by Alfred Einstein, one of the
outstanding musicologists of the
present time: The title of the volume is Greatness in Music (Oxford University Press. 1941). I
read the book again. It has
taught me much about great music and great composers, but has
it given me a clear-cut answer to
the question which has been
gnawing at my thinking-apparatus for many a year? It has not.
Einstein makes many important statements about greatness
in music. Let us remember right
now that, in his well-chosen
words,

our judgment of greatness is obscured not only by nationalistic
blinkers, but also by proximity in
time. And, as a matter of fact, there
are types of greatness in all arts,
but especially in poetry and music,
that are unable to reach beyond certain geographical borders or periods
of time.

Is it not true that one's convictions as to the greatness, the neargreatness, or the non-greatness of
a particular composition are
based largely on one's own reaction to that composition? And is
it not equally true that one's reaction is founded, in large measure, on background?
A clever dialectician could, I
am sure, prove to his own satisfaction and to the delight of
many of those who listen to him
that Hoagy Carmichael's Stardust
is great music. He could contend
that much technical skill went
into the writing of Stardust. If
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you and I were to tell him that
the one and only exemplification
of genuine skill in the song is to
be found in a palpable belaboring of the obvious and the commonplace, he would retort, I suppose, that this palpable belaboring of the obvious and the commonplace is one of the ingredients which a work like Stardust
requires. "The composer of Stardust," he would say, "knew exactly what technical means to employ for the purpose of putting
into the song one of the necessary
ingredients of greatness."
What would you or I achieve
by declaring that the composer of
Stardust does not have even a
small fraction of the technical
skill to be seen in songs by Schubert, Schumann, Brahms, Robert
Franz, or Richard Strauss? Exactly nothing. Stardust, our dialectician would assert, "needs a type
of technical skill entirely different from that exemplified in the
songs you have mentioned. It
needs skill germane to its character. Since it is written with skill
of this type, it has one of the
elements of greatness."
You and I would ask, "Where
is the profundity of thought in
Stardust?"
The nimble-witted champion
of the little ditty would reply: "Is
profundity of thought a necessary element of true greatness?
Must great music probe great
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depths and scale great heights?
Must it be philosophical as Plato
and Aristotle and Kant and Fichte are philosophical? I maintain
that it must contain the simple,
homespun philosophy of average
men, women, and children. It
dare not be abstruse. It dare not
be expository or argumentative.
It must embody the thinking of
the average human being as that
average human being goes
through life.
"Do men ever sing the subject
of a fugue by Bach while they
are shaving? Perhaps one or two
out of 10o,ooo,ooo. Do women
ever hum snatches of the slow
movements of Beethoven's Ninth
while they are washing dishes or
darning socks? I've never heard
of such women. Do children ever
whistle any of the Wagnerian
motifs while they are at play? A
child who did so would be a
strange youngster indeed.
"Stardust, however, has won its
way into the bathroom, to the
kitchen sink, to the chair used by
the lady of the house when she
darns, and to the playground. As
a matter of fact, it has entered
every nook and cranny of life
and living. Theologians some·
times hum it while they are writing books and articles. Mathematicians whistle it while they are
thinking about cube roots and
involved equations. Stardust
comes to the lips of garbage-col-
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lectors, dressmakers, hod-carriers,
baby sitters, farmers, mailmen,
undertakers, pharmacists, jugglers, beauty operators, barbers,
taxi drivers, fishermen, soldiers,
sailors, motormen, straw bosses,
airline hostesses, manicurists, politicians, physicians, and horse
doctors. In fact, it comes to the
lips of everybody. It is irresistible. Even music critics and musicologists have been known to
hum Stardust. This little ditty
is everywhere. Old men and old
women lap it up, middle-aged
males and middle-aged females
dote on it, children of both sexes
thrill to its simple, homespun
philosophy. It's a great song."
What About Harmony?
l\ You and I are bewildered.
li We are almost floored. With
fear and trembling we venture
the question, "What about the
harmonic structure of Stardust?"
This gives our dialectician an
opportunity to deliver what, in
his opinion, ils a solar plebcus
blow.
"Simplicity," says the staunch
champion of Mr. Carmichael's
little song, "is one of the most
important parts of greatness. No,
Stardust is not at all rich in its
harmonic structure. Why not?
Richness, you see, is never simple. Leave richness of harmony
to your Wagners, your Debussys,
and your Richard Strausses .

What does the average man, woman, or child care about the
harmonic sumptuousness of Tristan und Isolde, The Afternoon
of a Faun, or Der Rosenkavalier?
Nothing whatever.
"I know that there have been
many arrangements of Stardust,
but I am talking about this masterpiece in its original harmonic
garb. It's unpretentious. The harmonies of Stardust are apposite.
And appositeness of expression,
you must admit, is another ingredient of true greatness."
Do we have courage to say
more? Are our faces red? Are we
biting the dust? Are we smitten
with contriteness of spirit and
with shame?
Almost. Our dialectician friend
is shrewd. He knows his business.
"Obviously," we stutter, "there
is no need to discuss part-writing
when talking about a composition like Stardust; for we know
that the composer made no attempt to resort to such a device
when the ditty emerged from his
brain."
"You are beginning to learn
something," says our clever dispenser of wisdom. "Leave counterpoint to the Bachs, the
Brahmses, the Handels, and the
Regers.
·
"What, after all, does counterpoint accomplish in music? It
merely cumbers the ground. It
bewilders the listener. It bores

..

Passion tide
No time for tears or wailing nowThe green tree's strain has broken more
And wider space gapes as the world's deep wound
This Passiontide. No idle gifts of hands
Can heal a want far deeper than the hunger
Of men mouths or stop the pain
That gnaws away the very stream of life
By breaking wide the hating heart of man.
The thorn-crowned head and broken hands
And feet-the pierced side of ChristAll they must bleed afresh and new
As He sees all the faithlessness of men
And, through their sorrow, like the breath of God,
Runs all the tearful hurt of Calvary's prayer"Forgive them, Father, count not all the ignorance
Of men against their charge. This monstrous sin,
Grown epidemic in the world, must be subdued
By what He is and, through the blood of Him,
Must be removed from all the sin-stained
Garments of Thy sons and be to us a healing
And a help.ere we are lost and cry n9 more
'0 Lord, remember us in Paradise.' "
ADALBERT
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the average man, woman, and
child to distraction. It is excess
baggage."
You and I listen with open
mouths to our friend, the dialectician. ·w e marvel at his cleverness. Nevertheless, we are not convinced that Stardust is great music. We are sure that similar
tactics could be employed to
"prove" that Frank Sinatra is a
great singer or that Spike Jones
is a great conductor.
We wend our way down the
street. We knit our brows in
thought. vVe scratch our heads.
We decide that we need a cup or
two of coffee-and a few doughnuts.
We take seats at a table and
stare into space. Suddenly we spy
another friend. He, too, has some
ability as a dialectician.
"Did you enjoy the concert last
evening?" our friend asks us as
he joins us at the table.
"Yes," we answer. We have no
desire whatever to stick our noses
into a nest of hornets. We know
our friend and his predilections.
But how can we avoid the hornets he has up his sleeve?
"I'm surprised," says our friend.
"In fact, I'm flabbergasted. Do
you mean to tell me that you can
enjoy such rubbish as the overture to Rossini's Th e Barber of
Seville? Such music-if it can be
called music-is almost as bad as
Stardust."
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A few minutes before this we
had been listening to an ardent
protagonist of Carmichael's song.
Now we were face to face with a
man who loathed the ditty from
the very depths of his soul and,
what is more, had the gall to tell
us that the curtain-raiser for Rossini's Barber was almost as bad as
Stardust.
Was Rossini Great?
f\ "What's wrong with Rossini's
fi overture?" we ask.
We cannot restrain our consternation. We are defiant. We
are eager for a fight. We have
blood in our eyes.
"Everything," replies the Rossini-baiter. "The composer of that
rubbish tried to be funny. Such
attempts at funniness have no
place in great music.
"I read in The Comet this
morning that the overture to The
Barber of Seville is great music.
Critics who make such a statement should be horsewhipped.
Their thinking is complete! y
warped. Don't you agree with
me?"
We hesitate. Shall we argue
the point? Shall we give up a longheld conviction that Rossini wrote
great music? Shall we do so merely
because our friend believes with
all his soul that there is no room
in great music for humor?
We cannot yield.
"Doesn't Rossini's sparkling
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overture," we ask, "represent a
type of composing at which only
a few men have ever been successful?"
"If it did," retorts our friend
as he sips his coffee and munches
on a doughnut, "then I should be
glad. Unfortunately, however, it
doesn't. The world of music contains altogether too many works
like Rossini's overture. Yes, even
some of the men who are acknowledged as great masters occasionally stooped to the writing of
music similar, in certain respects,
to the curtain-raiser for Rossini's
Barber. I wish that Beethoven had
never written the final movement
of his second symphony, that
Brahms had never concocted the
Scherzo of his fourth symphony
and that Tchaikovsky had never
been moved by an unkind demon
to unburden himself of the second movement of his Pathetic
·Symphony.
"Rossini is not the only offender. Composers far more skillful
than he sometimes fell from grace.
When they did so, their output
at those particular moments was
infinitely less than great. To my
thinking, the Berceuse from Benjamin Godard's jocelyn, Anton
Rubinstein's Melody in F, Edward Macdowell's To a Wild
Rose, or Ethelbert Nevin's The
Rosary are far more important
than some of the things that came
from the pens of Beethoven,

Brahms, Tchaikovsky, and others.
The little compositions I have
mentioned give me pleasure and
edification. One must be on guard
against the worshipping of mere
names. A great name is no ironclad guarantee that everything
coming from the brain of the
composer bearing that great name
is great."
You and I find something good
in what our friend says and something downright bad. We do not
agree with him when he condemns
Rossini's overture as rubbish, nor
can we nod our harried heads in
assent when he speaks with such
effusive praise about the Berceuse
from Godard's jocelyn, Rubinstein's Melody in F, Macdowell's
To a Wild Rose, and Nevin's The
Rosary. But we say yea and amen
to what he asserts about the blind
worship of names. We refuse to
toot into his horn when he casts
stones at the final movement of
Beethoven's Second, at the Scherzo
of Brahms' Fourth, and at the second movement of Tchaikovsky's
Sixth . But we are heartily in accord with him when he declares
that there is no ironclad guarantee that everything a great composer writes is bound to be great.
We bid our friend goodby and
go on our way. We know that
there will be other opportunities
to try to find out what makes
music great.
[TO BE CONTINUED]
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RECENT RECORDINGS
CoPLAND. Sonata for Piano
(r939·4I). LEONARD BERNSTEIN.
Seven Anniversaries (r. For Aaron
Copland; .2. For My Sister, Shirley,· 3· In Memoriam: Alfred Eisner. Leonard Bernstein, pianist.Mr. Copland's Sonata was chosen
to represent American music at
an international festival held in
Copenhagen in 1947. Mr. Bernstein plays it con amore. RCA
Victor Album 1278.

AARoN

Jussx

BJOERLING

SINGING

FAVORITE

Your Tiny Hand
Is Frozen, from the first act of
Puccini's La Boheme; Heavenly
Aida, from Verdi's Aida; Flower
Song, from the second act of Bizet's Carmen, Turiddu's Farewell,
from Mascagni's Cavalleria Rusticana; Like a Dream, from Flotow's Marta; All Hail, Thou
Dwelling Lowly, from Gounod's
Faust. Jussi Bjoerling, tenor, with
an orchestra under Nils Grevillius.-Mr. Bjoerling has one of the
great tenor voices of the present
time. He sings these selectionsnot in translations, by the waywith admirable expressiveness.
RCA Victor Album 1275.
OPERATIC ARIAS.

Sonata No.
3, in A, for 'Cello and Piano, Op.
6g. Pierre Fournier, 'cellist, and
Artur Schnabel, pianist.-A highly
sensitive performance of a wonderfully beautiful compo.sition.
RCA Victor Album 1231.

LuDwiG VAN BEETHOVEN.

BIZET. Tell Me of My
Mother, from the first act of Carmen. Florence Quartararo, soprano, and Ramon Vinay, tenor.Admirable singing, excellent recording. RCA Victor disc 12-0687.

GEORGES

Divertimento.
Transcribed by Gregor Piatigorsky. William Primrose, viola, with
David Stimer at the piano.-One
never ceases to wonder at the comprehensiveness of Mr. Primrose's
skill as a violist. RCA Victor disc
12-o68g.

FRANZ JosEPH HAYDN.

Hochstes Vertrau'n
and In fernem Land, from Lohengrin. Set Svanholm, tenor, with
the RCA Victor Orchestra under
Frieder Wei56mann.-Mr. Svanholm is not a Heldentenor like
Lauritz Melchior, but he is an
artist of much ability. RCA Victor disc 12-o6g 1.

RICHARD WAGNER.
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READ NOT T O CONTRADICT AND CONFUTE -NOR TO BELIEVE
AND TAKE FOR GRANTED-BUT TO

WEIGH AND CONSIDER

All unsigned reviews are by members of the Staff

enter a world of thought and experience different in many ways
from our own, and delightful and
admirable in some of these very differences.
His book, translated by Henry L.
Binsse, is written in a modern, social
idiom, which avoids terms not current with the lay reader_ He begins
with pictures of the life of the Gauls
who were living in France when the
Romans came, prehistoric m en who
bequeathed "a legacy of words, institutions and recipes" to the generations that followed. He tells of
the arrival of the Greeks in the
country-side around Marseille, bringing the olive trees, the cypress, fig,
grape, and pomegranate, and institut·
ing the fete of the flowers. Then
the Romans came, building beautiful cities and beginning the written
history of the country. During the
turbulent reigns of the Franki~h
kings the Saracens invaded southern
France, bringing art forms that have
remained in the region. Through
the centuries France was called upon to harmonize the influences of
Mediterranean and of Teutonic civilizations.

Three Messages From Paris
THE MIRACLE OF FRANCE. By
Andre Maurois. Harper and
Brothers, New York. 1948. 477
pages. $5.00.
POETIC ART. By Paul Claude!.
Philosophical Library, N ew York.
1948. 150 pages. $2.75.
DESIRE: a play. By Pablo Picasso.
Philosophical Library, New York.
1948. 63 pages. $2.75.
THE myriad potentialities of
the human being, some nations have developed these and
some those, no nation bringing to
perfection all. Some qualities are
incompatible with other qualities,
just as the litheness of a racehorse is
incompatible with the strength of a
Percheron; these qualiti es are n ecessarily found in different individuals, and both are essential to the
world. Yet nations have always tended to become smug in admiration of
their own qualities and scornful of
those of others, even interpreting the
qualities of others as flaws, as though
because a ruby is beautiful an emerald must be ugly. M. Maurois, in
this vivid history of France, helps us
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Maurois apportions their due
space to movements and to great
persons; his book is neither a dry
treatise nor a sensational Who's
Who. He relates with zest significant
deeds and utterances of St. Louis,
Bertrand du Guesclin, Joan of Arc,
Henry IV, Richelieu, Louis XIV,
Napoleon-yet he always explains
the circumstances or general principles of human behavior that contributed to produce these.
His comments are realistic; he attempts to avoid both sentimentality
and cant. In fact, he finds one of
the main sources of France's perennial strength in her "good sense,"
which brings her back quickly from
extremes to a middle way. Her present economic and military condition
do not cause him undue anxiety:
France's influence "is above all of
the heart and mind."
Paul Claude!, for a time French
ambassador to the United States, is
one of France's greatest living writers. He is at once a fervent Catholic, delighting in the mysticism of
the Church, and an able expositor
of Cartesian rationalism. Probably
his best known work is the poetic
drama, The Tidings Brought to
Mary-an extraordinarily beautiful
work presenting the fundamental
Christian principle of sublimation
through sacrifice. Poetic Art is a
collection of essays that he wrote at
the opening of the century, now
translated by Renee Spodheim. Claude! makes a rational analysis of our
knowledge of time and our affinity
with the world, but he expands each
point by means of metaphor. For
example, in many languages the
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words to be born and to know are
cognates (naitre and connaitre ); this
argues a related meaning, and Claude! develops the thesis that the objects in our environment are born
with us, in that each individual, by
his own limits and by his attitude
redefines all things external to him.
The essays are interesting as an intellectual exercise and also as a
source of seminal thoughts. Appended is an essay on the development of
the church, in which the changes in
church architecture are traced to
changing emphases in the relation
between the worshippers, the priests,
and the real or symbolized presence of the Deity.
Browning said, "I want to know
a butcher paints ... " Pablo Picasso,
already sufficiently practiced as a
painter, has here tried his hand not
as a butcher but as a playwright
using as his theme some persons
and objects from a French kitchen.
The result is a chaotic farce, with
intermittent rationality in the surrealist manner. The publishers have
added to the amusement of the
work by printing it on sky-blue paper and using a dust-jacket with an
illustrative drawing by the painterplaywright.

The Compleat Answer
CORAL AND BRASS. By General
Holland M. Smith, U.S.M.C. New
York: Charles Scribner's Sons.
1949. 289 pages. $3.00.
HE United States Marine Corps
has never been noted for either
reticence or coyness and General
Smith stands in the best tradition of
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his corps. If we may believe his
story of the war, those of us who
spent two years in the army in the
Pacific might much better have remained at home sewing red stripes
on the Marines' dress blues.
It is hard to evaluate this book
because it is obvious that Gen. Smith
has put a heavy finger on some very
painful spots but his probing finger
hits so many spots that it is hard to
tell the sore ones from the whole
ones. It is sheer delight to read his
acid remarks about the Army and
Navy brass, but then one remembers that the Marines had some
commissioned characters, too. As for
the hidebound traditionalism which
he either openly or by implication
attributes to the other services, it
would be difficult to find anywhere
any military or naval organization
which is as much the slave of tradition as his own corps.
Gen. Smith being what and who
he is, it would probably have been
impossible for him to write in any
other style than that in which this
book is written. But if he is open
to suggestions, we might offer a few
which we think would have gotten
his message (if he has one) across
somewhat better than he has succeeded in doing. In the first place,
it is difficult for one to feel that a
critic is being fair to the people he
criticizes when the critic is too certain of his own infallibility. A bit
of modesty, plus a confession of occasional error, would have made the
general sound a little less like a
know-it-all.
Secondly, the general (always so

conscious of the privileges and responsibilities of his own rank) might
have made some allowance along
the way for those who, being of
higher rank, had to bear heavier
responsibilities and, presumably, had
a somewhat better over-all view of
the war. Gen. Smith was, despite
his rank, a subordinate commander
and was not let in on all of the
background for the various actions
of the chiefs of staff.
Thirdly, it is high time that Gen.
Smith and the brass in all of the
services quit trying to build up this
or that arm of the service by attempting to discredit the others.
Let us admit that the Marines knew
how to die gallantl)J. The same
might be said of the sailors and the
soldiers and it was the opinion of
many in the Pacific area that the
army and the navy were not as liberal in their expenditure of human
life as were the Marines. (It might
be added, however, that the Marines
were often assigned the ugly jobs
that involved many casualties.)
Simply as reading, Coral and
Brass is a fast-moving, absorbing
story. With all of the criticisms we
have noted, Gen. Smith still emerges
from it as the kind of officer a na·
tion needs so badly in the kind of
war we had on our hands in the
Pacific. He has succeeded, perhaps
quite unconsciously, in portraying
in himself the faults and virtues of
an organization which the men of
all of the services seem either to hate
with a burning hate or to love with
a fanatical loyalty-the United States
Marine Corps.
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Forgotten General
THOMAS: ROCK OF CHICKAMAUGA by Richard O'Connor.
New York: Prentice-Hall, Inc.
1948. 385 pages. $4.00.
VERY

war, it seems, produces at

least one great soldier who, for
E
one reason or another, sinks into
oblivion while other (and often less
able) generals cop the laurels. In
the War between the States, Gen.
George H. Thomas was such a soldier.
Happily now he has been re~tored,
somewhat too belatedly for his own
good, to the honor he won the hard
way in a war where politics, as much
as the military situation, often dominated not only the choice of field
commanders but even the choice of
objectives. Richard O'Connor has
written a study which makes Thomas
seem very real and alive and, to
anyone who has known anything of
the inside of army life, very familiar
as a kind of prototype of able officers who have nothing to offer but
outstanding ability.
Thomas was a Virginian who
chose to stay with the Union although it meant breaking with his
family and foregoing what would
almost certainly have come his way
-higher rank and abler colleagues.
He was a shy, almost bashful man
who nevertheless was one of the
masters of military strategy and tactics in an army which was sadly
lacking, for the most part, in both.
He was a man of firm principles at
a time when variable principles
made it much easier to get along
and to get promoted. He seems also
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to have been at least a little bit
jealous of rank, but this very consciousness of rank made It Impossible for him to stoop to any low
means of achieving it.
It is very hard to appraise a man
like Thomas. His very nature made
it hard for him to tell all that
he knew and so much of his reputation has been based upon what
other generals had to say about him.
Some of those generals had their
reasons for wishing to play down
Thomas' role in the war. It must be
remembered also that the army, as it
had existed before the war, was so
small and (in a sense) so intimate
that personal feelings reflecting long
years of close association among the
men who were to become general
officers in the war often clouded appraisals of professional competence.
Thomas, by his very nature, was not
one to invite many close friendships .
It was probably inevitable that he
should always have been somewhat
of an outsider.
One thing Thomas had which
could not be taken away from him
and which many of his colleagues
never managed to win. That was
the high respect and even love of
his troops. Here again, it is very
hard to keep from noting parallels
in the recent war. Soldiers do not
give their affection £reel y to their
commanders. The few generals in
any war who manage to win it are
almost invariably first-rate soldiers,
first of all, and real gentlemen besides. To name only two such men
from the last war, there were General Bradley in Europe and General
Krueger in the Pacific.
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We were most interested in
Thomas' career after the war ended. He had opportunity, as so many
men have had, to test the truth of
the old proverb that ingratitude is
the reward of republics. Once it
was discovered that he would not
permit his name and reputation to
be cast into the battle for political
power, a battle which more and
more became a tug-of-war among
the military, Thomas was relegated
to minor positions. Here, p erhaps
better than anywhere else, the real
nobility of the man shows itself. He
could very easily have gone along
with the crowd and, conceivably,
ended up in the White House or at
least in the post of commanding
general. His own pride, plus his nearworship of rank, would not allow
him to finagle for high place. He
died a rather embittered and certainly very lonely man.
It should be said that Mr. O'Connor's story is much more than another of the many technical chronicles of events in the War of the Secession. It is an absorbing study of
a good man in bad times which
should interest even those readers
who are not especially interested in
the war as such.

Something Different in Fiction
THE MAN WHO INVENTED
SIN, and Other Stories. By Sean
O'Faolain. New York: the DevinAdair Co. 1948. 183 pages. $2-75·
HIS

collection of fifteen short

stories chosen by the author as
T
his best is a roundly representative
bit of Irish fiction, without editorial

comment. In each instance the story
seems to tell itself; one does not so
much read as experience the fullblooded (sometimes melancholy)
flow of life.
Whether it be about the routineplagued wife who day-dreamed that
she was The Woman Who Married
Clark Gable, or about The Man
Who Invented Sin (the publisher's
favorite) in imputing it to some
monks and nuns, or about the bachelor tenant whose landlady starts his
conscience agoing in Unholy Living
and Half Dying, or about the selfsacrificing nurse in Lady Lucifer, or
about the pigeon breeder who just
had to win the race in The End of
a Good Man-the story never develops the sensationalism half-hinted
at in the sexy-sounding title of the
book. Instead, in Anglo-Irish indigenous prose that is at times poetic,
a mixture of mysticism and ambition
is shown as the essential element in
living.
Because these narratives include
little real action or excitement, all
of the people in them contemplate a
lot. The Irish are a subjective folk,
more involved in the drama of their
own thoughts and feelings than in
the observation and control of external phenomena. Such moods and
conversation, difficult to portray,
sound romantically convincing in
this volume. The apt but few woodcut illustrations by Elizabeth Rivers
lend additional charm.
This reviewer does not agree with
the recorded opinion that these stories are so remarkable in range and
achievement that they challenge the
work of any living writer in the

~!
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same medium. One choice feature of
all of O'Faolain's thirteen other
books is predominant, however,
namely the strong influence of environment on character.
HERBERT H. UMBACH

Recommended Reading
THE LINCOLN PAPERS. Edited
by David C. Mearns. Doubleday
and Company, Inc., Garden City,
New York. 2 vols. 1948. $10.00.
HE

Lincoln Story has been told

T very often by able people. Nico-

,.

lay, Hay, Herndon, Lord Chamwood, James G. Randall, Paul Angle,
and Carl Sandburg among many
have expanded the body of Lincoln
facts and tales we began hearing at
an early age from our mothers and
teachers. The "traditionalists" have
gone above and beyond to present
"a divine being who, born mysteriously in the Kentucky wilderness
and first revealed to the world
athwart a Sangamon milldam, had
performed his messianic mission and
sacrificed himself for the sins of
his fellows." The debunkers have
been "bent upon reducing Mr. Lincoln to his own mediocrity and recreating him in his own earthly
image."
Like most human beings, Lincoln
deserves both the myth and the debunking. At times he appeared to
have arisen to the heights of historical sainthood. Many incidents in
his life, however, attest to his many
weaknesses and sins. The point is,
he was an ordinary, aspiring, illogical, sinning, and inconsistent human
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being. In The Lincoln Papers, David C. Mearns sets the suggested
tone: "Contrary to popular belief
Mr. Lincoln had been human, and
it had been his mankindliness which
made him great." The human qualities of Lincoln and his contemporaries are apparent in all of the
edited documents and papers of the
two volumes. Herein lies the importance of a deep and clear study
of historical documents and, in this
case particularly, of The Lincoln
Papers. The modern revising historians, guided by a more sincere and
analytical study of The Lincoln Papers, have and will come closer to
the truly human Lincoln than have
the men who lived, moved, and had
their being in the emotional atmosphere of "The Great Fratricide."
The Lincoln Papers are a part of
son Robert Todd's collection, going
"up to July 4, 1861, covering Lincoln's early years, his political campaigns, and the first critical months
of the presidency when the nation
was torn by civil war." These papers were opened "a few minutes
past midnight on Saturday, July 26,
1947·" In the Introduction Carl
Sandburg suggests the proper place
for the newly revealed documents
in the vast Lincoln bibliography:
"The Lincoln scholars in general
held to a unanimous expectation of
no new and startling discovery
though believing of a certainty that
the newly available materials would
deepen and further confirm the
known lines of the Lincoln figure
and personality.'' This makes it recommended reading.
VrcroR HoFFMAN
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Hopeless Liberal
THE GRAND DESIGN. By John
Dos Passos. Houghton Mifflin
Company, Boston. 1949. $3.50.

twentieth century has reT
ceived the heritage and problems of its immediate past: nationalHE

ism, democracy with an undue emphasis on the individual, blind worship of progress and science, economic imperialism, and dedication
to the secular. Two strong currents
running through the immediate past
were a ravaging and exploiting industrialism and urbanization with
the paradox of higher standards of
living and increasing social ills. In
addition two World Wars have made
us realize that our hearts and minds
have not caught up with our bodies.
This lag has thrown our century
out of balance. Consequently some
of our major sins have become disillusionment, cynicism, a reckless
abandonment of moral and spiritual
standards, and a unique distrust of
both faith and reason. These ills
have spread "like a poison gas to
every part of the social body, including a paralysis of will and a flight
from reason strange to American experience." So we begin to speak of
"lost generations" who have come
to feel like "peanut shells tossed
hither and yon upon the Atlantic
Ocean."
One of the restless beings of our
generation is John Dos Passos. To
many of us he became a welcoming
light on the literary horizon because
of his U.S.A. trilogy though it portrayed in a cynical sort of way "a
society rootless and disintegrating,

hurrying to wealth and to pleasure,
without faith or security or purpose, even without genuine passion."
The Grand Design does not offer
anything more than the disillusionment of the trilogy and certainly not
its criticism; but it is an interesting
narrative of New Deal Washington.
The reader will not always know
whether Dos Passos is "panning"
Washington, alphabet bureaucracy,
Communism-defending New Dealism, or simply trying to tell what
happened. With this reviewer, the
reading of The Grand Design became an intriguing game: he could
not resist trying to identify the various high officials that were portrayed.
Obviously the Henry's, the Harry's,
the Harold's, and even "Dr. New
Deal" himself were present somewhere in the characterizations. Insofar, it is a good story or novel if
you so choose.
But disillusionment and cymosm
with nothing more clouds the pages
of fairly good writing. "Says the small
hoarse man" in the book: "After
baseball and football and basketball
and possibly hockey the great national game is politics." Says John
Dos Passos in one of his prefaces: "It
was a time of Caesars: the Heads of
States declared a few new freedoms
to order the tortured world; the battlefield was the whole blue globe."
Thinks Georgia: "She couldn't very
well explain to them, she was telling
herself almost with amusement, that
the Civil Service wouldn't do her
any good if she just decided one of
these days not to go on living. Security, they kept saying, the Civil
Service would give her security." And

.
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the story ends with Paul, a major
figure, in uniform.
But there is hopei Why doesn't
somebody write about hope sometime?
VIcToR HoFFMAN

Background and Thought
of Justice Black
MR. JUSTICE BLACK: THE MAN
AND HIS OPINIONS. By John P.
Frank. Alfred A. Knopf, Inc., New
York, N . Y. 1949. 357 pages. $4.00.
R. FRANK, once a law clerk for

Justice Black, has prepared a
M
short biography of the Justice to
which is added a number of his
United States Supreme Court decisions. The first half of the book
takes the Justice from his early boyhood in Alabama to his present position as senior Associate Justice of the
Court. Much of the material on
Black's early life reads as though the
author had taken extensive notes
while the Justice was in a reminiscent
mood. This does not necessarily detract from the book, but it does result, in the earlier chapters, in the
absence of a clear and objective picture of Black as a young man or as
young lawyer. It is not until the
author reaches, in point of time, the
period when he was associated with
the Justice, that a clear and definite
picture emerges. This is particularly
true in the section dealing with the
court and the justices at work. Attention is given to the Ku Klux Klan
affiliation which caused such a disturbance around Black in 1937, and
to the more recent bickering between
Jackson and Black.
In the latter half of the book,
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made up of the opinions, the Justice
is allowed to speak for himself. The
editor, as Mr. Frank becomes in such
a case, has selected thirty-four opinions, majority and dissenting, from
among the over three hundred that
Black has written during his tenure
on the Court. Material in the opinions of a technical nature has been
deleted, and this is a decided advantage from the standpoint of readability both for the lawyer and nonlawyer.
The judge that emerges from the
opinions is a man of legal ability
and judicial stature with a sincere interest in the public welfare. The final
evaluation of Black's work still remains to be done. Mr. Frank does
not pretend that he is even attempt·
ing this. He offers to the reader, and
particularly to the lay reader, an opportunity to form a halfway-house
opinion of a man who is generally
considered by much of the bench and
bar to be an able, conscientious, and
honest member of the highest court
in OUr land.
JAMES S. SAVAGE

The War and Sergeant Bull
THEY NEVER HAD IT SO
GOOD. By Joseph Gies. Harper
and Brothers, New York. 1949. 243
pages. $2-75NTo the plethora of war books
written by correspondents and
retired generals comes this little
book · which tells, perhaps better
than most of the military chronicles,
the story of the war as we who
fought it remember it. This is not
to say that the war was not, as
General Eisenhower called it, a ern-

I
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sade. It was, however, like most crusades, a mixture of high purpose
and shady dealing and to the average enlisted man the shady dealing,
which he saw all around him, left a
taste which all of the beautiful pronouncements of high purpose could
never eradicate.
The story concerns the role played
in the European phase of the war
by one Harvey Bull, a big-time operator who knew how to grasp opportunity when it presented itself,
whether the opportunity were one
to stay safely in a rear echelon unit
or to make a bit of money dealing
in the black market. It is safe to
say that every veteran will recognize
in Bull and in the other characters
delineated by Gies some familiar
character from his own army days.
We found, as we read along, that we
could associate actual faces with his
characters. In fact, so faithfully are
these characters reproduced that we
found that we could predict almost
exactly how they would respond to
a given situation and how they
would worm out of a given difficulty.
The language is that of the army.
It is dirty and offensive and shocking. Nowhere, however, does Gies
use it merely to shock. It is used
always as it was used in the army.
Squeamish readers will be able to
imagine how it was to be in an environment where the normal language of conversation was enough
to make one retch.
We consider this almost an important book. It is important because it may help to clear up much
of the silly idealization of war and

the men who partiCipate in it. Heroes there were in the last war. Noble characters showed their stuff and
said and did things that no one
could help admiring. But there was
another side to the war, an ugly
and seamy side that we like to keep
hidden away. This side Gies portrays. Between They Never Had It
So Good and Crusade zn Europe
one can get a fairly accurate picture
of the war-its high purposes and
its ugly practises, its idealism and
its selfishness, the quest for a better
world and the ghoulish stripping of
a world in ruins.

"'
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Refreshing
CHEAPER BY THE DOZEN. By
Frank B. Gilbreth, Jr., and Ernestine Gilbreth Carey. Thomas Y.
Crowell Company, New York. 1948.
237 pages. $3.00.

wo of Frank B. Gilbreth's twelve

T children have written one of the

most refreshing books of the season.
Life with Father, in this case, is life
with Frank Bunker Gilbreth, originator of motion study and one of
the first in the scientific management
field-and also, father of six boys and
six girls.
One of his lesser achievements is
not to be overlooked. He was the
only one who knew how to operate
the family's Pierce Arrow, named
Foolish Carriage. People would stand
and stare and children would ask
their parents to lift them on their
shoulders, as Dad and Mother and
their twelve children stopped at an
intersection in Foolish Carriage.
Dad was a genius at organization

f
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and efficiency. To waste time or mo·
tion in the Gilbreth home was un·
pardonable. Dad tried many of his
motion study experiments on his
family. He was never without his
stop watch. He timed his children
when they did household chores, had
.. their tonsils out, or come what may.
He had an indefatigable interest
in teaching his children. Dad painted
the Morse Code on the walls of their
summer home in Nantucket. And he
stepped up dinner conversation by
shouting "nineteen X seventeen," to
• see who could answer first.
Frank, Jr., and Ernestine tell the
story of their father and family life
lively and humorously. There is
never a dull moment in the life of
the Gilbreth family, nor in the book
about these delightful people.
GRACE WoLF

.. The Centrality of Religion
THE COMMON VENTURES OF
LIFE. By Elton Trueblood. Harper
& Brothers, New York. 1949. 124
pages. $ 1.00.
._.
_.

LTON TRUEBLOOD, professor of
E
Philosophy at Earlham College,
is the author of a number of books

in the field of religion and ethics.
His theme in this volume is "that
religion is not something separate
from ordinary life but a divine frame
into which all ordinary events
.... can be placed." He proceeds to
show how this applies to "the com·
_.
mon ventures of life": marriage,
birth, work, and death. In simple,
well-chosen words, he points out the
progressive secularization of life in
our country, as a result of which the
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church, which "is normally the scene
of life's highest and deepest and
most searching experiences," is being
more and more relegated to the background. In this connection he drives
home the fact that the church is surrendering a part of its heritage when
it countenances and even encourages
the use of commercial institutions
like marriage and funeral parlors by
its own members at some of the most
solemn junctures of life. He rightly
insists that, no matter how much such
places are made to look like churches,
"they are not churches, for they arc
not the scenes of worshipping con·
gregations," and yet people because
of them feel less and less the centrality which the church should hold
in their lives. We admit that, in our
own case, the author has brought
home to us important psychological
implications in this matter of which
we had not been aware before.
Trueblood emphasizes throughout
that religion must permeate life at
every point. He argues, like Luther,
that even the humblest tasks can and
should be glorified by being done as
unto the Lord. In important matters
of doctrine we cannot go along with
Trueblood, for, being a Quaker, he
has no place for the atoning sacrifice
of Christ or for the sacraments as
means of grace. His plea for a life
pervaded everywhere by religion is,
however, heart-warming in its clarity
and insistence.
A few quotations:
Religion, to be effective, must be envisaged, not as one enterprise among
others but as the frame in which all
enterprises are set.
The one setting in which the union of
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two lives is most likely to succeed is that
of prayer.
There are some good arguments for
short pastorates, but they have no bearing on the problem of death in the
community. Nearly everyone, when he
comes to life's deepest moments, craves
the help and counsel of one known for
years. We may be glad to play golf with
the relative stranger, but we should like
to have an old and trusted friend sit
with us when the house grows suddenly
quiet and we are alone.

Story of a Journey
THE JACARANDA TREE. By H.
E. Bates Atlantic-Little, Brown,
Boston. 1949. 299 pages. $2.75.
HEN the Japanese army advanced in Burma, many of the
British workers packed their bags as
quickly as possibie and headed for
India. The jacaranda Tree tells us
of eleven people, eight British, two
Burmese, and one half-Burmese, who
began the long journey together. Mr.
Paterson becomes the central figure,
attempting to hold the party together. His difficulties are increased
or diminished by the personalities
with whom he has become involved.
The years of service in Burma, added
to the natural inclinations of each
person, determine the reaction's to
each situation and eventually the fate
of each individual.
Mr. Bates has done an excellent
job of characterization and description. He draws a fine contrast between the bickering jealousies of the
English people and the po.tient peacefulness of the Burmese. This book is
not really great, but there are several
high spots of unusual interest: the

W

quiet, typically native devotion and
care given to Paterson by the boy,
Tuesday, and his sister, Nadia; the
delineation of the character of Mrs.
Betteson whose actions, confused and
queer in normal circumstances, suddenly, in abnormal circumstances, become not only lucid and sensible, but ..
intelligent; the reluctance of the
...
English women to allow themselves
to be degraded by sleeping in the
same tent as the half-Burmese nurse.
This is not a book of enchantment,
nor of romance. It is the story of
eleven human beings who abruptly ~
take leave of the jacaranda tree and
the familiar pattern of days, but carry
in their hearts the mistakes, the triumphs, the bitterness, and the hopes
of a lifetime.

.

ANNE SPRINGSTEEN

Nash Is Back
VERSUS. By Ogden Nash. Little,
Brown and Company, Boston. 1949.
169 pages. $2.50.

.

1I

of our readers are Ogden
Nash fans, they will never read
this review. They will see only that
'I
Nash has a new book out and they ,
will dash to get it. And that is as
,
it should be. Nash is the kind of person who should have twelve children,
all of them resembling their father.
VeTsus is Nash's first volume in six
long years and it is as good as its
predecessors. The humor is still clean
.
~
and sparkling and effortless. The
rhyming is still as cockeyed as ever.
Amazon rhymes with pajamas on,
chillun with penicillun.
One should be content to accept
Nash's verse simply for what almost

I
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everyone will concede it is, the most
genuinely humorous writing that is
being done in our humorless age.
But one need not be an old-line
Scottish Presbyterian to see threading through all of Nash's verse a
seriousness which he expresses all the
more effectively because he does not
belabor it. One would have to look
far to find as deftly cutting an indictment of snobbishness as one finds
in Nash's "Don't Look Now, But
Your Noblesse Oblige Is Showing," a
devastating commentary on the kind
of advertising that appeals to the cult
of exclusiveness. Or take his "How
the Rhinoceros Got His Hide or The
Confessions of Count Mowgli de
Sade," which lets have at the book
reviewers who pass everything along
without bothering to winnow the
wheat from the chaff.
There is only one trouble with this
book and it is the same trouble that
characterizes all of Nash's books: it
isn't long enough. That trouble is
compensated for by the fact that it
can be re-read many times without
losing any of its freshness. We give
it our unreserved recommendation.

... Growth of the Mahatma
•

GREAT SOUL. By Herrymon Maurer. Doubleday & Company, Garden City, New York. I948. 128
pages. $2.00.
MAURER traces here the facM
tor of growth in Mahatma
Gandhi's thinking and life.
R.

--.

Gandhi was not always a "great
soul." The experience of inner
growth began in the "incomplete"
days of his youth when "he began
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to speak the simple and primitive
prayer of India, wherein the name of
God is repeated until the very throat
and lips become weary, so that he
might banish his fears." Nourished
by meditations in the Christian, Mohammedan, and Hindu scriptures, in
Thoreau, Ruskin, and Tolstoy, this
growth found direction and vocation during the twenty years' struggle against the British and Dutch in
South Africa, in building the first
ashrams and in the beginnings of
the great weapon of Satyagraha
there. When he returned to India a
Mahatma, his soul had grown prophetic: in the loincloth of an untouchable he traveled among his people urging unity among Hindus and
Mussulmans, the repudiation of untouchability, and the simple labor of
which his spinning wheel became a
symbol. There was the moment of
triumph with the liberation of India
in 1947 after the third great campaign of non-violence against the
British; and then the growth ended
abruptly a little above a year ago
when, having broken his last fast for
the guilt of his people and tugging
at his dollar watch, the Mahatma
went out to prayers and was shot
three times by the young intellectual
who came forward to kneel at his
feet.
The biographer is careful to distinguish, where this is possible, between Gandhi and his myth. He reports faithfully Gandhi's own acknowledgment of his failure both
personally and politically to reach
the ideal he sensed to be true. By
no means sure that he himself was
free from self-deception, Gandhi
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resolutely refused to be called an
incarnation of God, confessing to the
last that his was a "struggling, erring,
imperfect soul." Knowing no salvation but sacrifice, discipline, and selfcontrol, he set it as his task to bring
discipline out of habitual indiscipline within himself and within India.
Gandhi's fundamental religious
preoccupation, his interest not in
government to make the people right
but in right people who should not
need government, left him the enigma that he was to the West as well
as to his own people. It probably
also left his political theory inadequate. So that when at last India
was released, as he had demanded,
to God or to anarchy, it was inevitable that it should be to the latter.
Maurer all but makes this point: that
in Gandhi is exhibited a repetition of
the political tragedy of confusing
Leviathan with the City of God, and
of the personal tragedy of a man
who "was very near to the Kingdom
of Heaven."
This little book is admittedly and
wisely not an attempt to evaluate
Mahatma Gandhi. No judgment is
ventured whether Gandhi's doctrine
and ethic arise out of a compromise

with the mood of the people of India or whether they transcend his
circumstances. And there is no critical discussion of the theology of a
deity who is Truth and whose universe responds to non-violence.
There are, moreover, deliberate
omissions: Gandhi's distaste for food,
for sex, his fondness for cow-worship
-all probably omitted because in the
mind of the author these applica·
tions of Gandhi's doctrine would be
even more difficult for the West to
understand than the doctrine itself
and are not essential to it. Equally
unessential, for one reader at least,
Is the slightly phoney prose with
which Maurer wishes to achieve a
"scriptural simplicity and emotional
intensity" in his work. That twelve
chapters is too long for this sort of
thing becomes clear here and there
where, like a forgetful radio actor,
the biographer drops his Scriptural
accent-to the mingled disillusionment and relief of a less enthusiastic
reader.
A helpful selected bibliography of
source works on Gandhi appears at
the end of the text, listing general
biographical books and articles as
well as Gandhi's own writings m
English, not yet collected.
RICHARD LUECKE

•
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READING ROOM
A Young Man Who Went West

Q

.

here in the Oregon country, the main topic of conversation these days-besides the unseasonable snow-is the proposed
Columbia Valley Authority, recently proposed by President Truman in the interest of further
developing the resources · of the
great Northwest. Its advocates hail
it as the greatest step in America's march of social and economic
progress since the inauguration of
the T.V.A. Its opponents-including the Republican governors of
Oregon, Washington, and Idaho
and an almost solid phalanx of
private business interests in the
Northwest-denounce it as another socialistic program which
will place unwarranted power in
the hands of Washington.
Regardless of the merits of the
case-and there is obviously much
to be said on both sides-in the
background of the entire undertaking looms the figure of a littleknown but brilliant and increasingly influential member of
the Truman administration-the
youthful, able Assistant Secretary
UT

By
THOMAS
COATES

of the Interior, C. Girard Davidson of Oregon. Davidson's story is
told in the January 29 issue of
the Nation by the Northwest's
famed political writer, Richard
L. Neuberger (who, as a member
of the Oregon Senate, has been
setting legislative circles agog
these weeks with the progressive
legislation he has introduced).
It will be advisable to watch
C. Girard Davidson, who at 38 is
one of the most potent forces in
the evolving philosophy of the
Truman administration. He may
move up to Under Secretary of
the Interior Department in the
not distant future. Again, he may
return to Oregon to run for the
Senate. What is more, if his star
continues in the ascendancy, he
may do that which is almost unheard of for a Democrat in Oregon. He may win.

Mixed Marriages

MORE

than usual interest attaches to the two articles on
the controversial subject of mixed
marriages which Murray H. Leiffer contributed to the Christian
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Century m its issues of January
19 and 26. Dr. Leiffer, professor
of sociology at Garrett Biblical
Institute, conducted a series of
interviews in homes wherein husband and wife had different religious backgrounds and loyalties.
He wanted to find out how mixed
marriages affected the members of
the partnership, their children,
and their respective churches. In
the community in which the survey was conducted, more than
one-third of the interfaith marriages had taken place between a
Lutheran and a Roman Catholic.
There are three different ways,
says Dr. Leitfer, in which a husband and wife of different religious convictions can accommodate to each other. The first-and
most common-is for one or both
to drop their church connections
altogether; in other words, the
problem is solved by default.
In the second place, husband
and wife may both continue in
their own religious affiliations. Dr.
Leiffer has found that this relationship is sometimes accompanied
by mutual tolerance, but that it
often results in covert or overt
conflict. Harmony is more readily
maintained where husband and
wife attend two different Protestant churches than where one
is a Protestant and the other a
Roman Catholic.
A third solution to the dilemma is for one spouse to join the

church of the other. The author
opines that in the majority of the
cases the "conversion" is a superficial affair. "The change in many
instances was frankly made in
order to secure peace in the family, generally for the sake of the
children."

•

.

Interfaith marriages accentuate
what appears to be a dominant trend
in urban life toward a disregard of
things religious. Young people become acquainted at the high school,
at the office, or perhaps at a neighborhood party or at the dance hall.
The interests and attitudes of their
respective families and their religious ties are usually not given serious consideration until they are engaged.

In the second article Dr. Leiffer discusses "Mixed Marriages
and the Children." It is here that
the tensions between husband and
wife over matters of religion become most acute, for the perennial question remains, "In whose
church shall the children be
reared?" The stronger the church
loyalty on the part of the husband
and wife, the more intense the
conflict between them will become. Persons who are religiously
lukewarm follow the line of least
resistance by either changing
churches or dropping church altogether. When there is pulling and
hauling between the parents, the
children are caught in the middle, and are the hapless victims
of the domestic conflict.
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In all of the cases surveyed by
Dr. Leiffer, he found that in the
\. majority the children were drawn
to the mother's church. This is
due in part to the greater influence ordinarily wielded by the
mother upon the child, and in
" part to the fact that women in
general are more interested in
.., church than are men. Dr. Leiffer
concludes:
The mixed marriage, with resulting disharmony or disbelief, makes
,_ it even more difficult for religion to
\ furnish a pattern for life organization, a central core of religio-ethical
belief around which all of life may
be unified.

The Other Side of the Picture
L. VAN RODEN of
Pennsylvania created quite a
stir when he returned to this
country after a period of service
on the tribunal of the war crimes
trials in Germany to denounce
the third-degree methods used by
-.~ certain American investigators to
wrest confessions from the ac"' cused Germans. He tells his story,
in its lurid details, in the February issue of the Progressive.

J

UDGE EDWARD

.,

The tragedy is that so many of
-. us Americans, having fought and
won the war with so much sweat
and blood, now say, "All Germans
should be punished!" We won the
war, but some of us want to go on
killing. That seems to me wicked.
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_ . . We should not let the indiscnmmate hate of all Germans that
was generated during and after the
war blind us to the necessity of punishing the guilty ones only.

Judge van Roden insists that
the German people as a whole did
not know of the fiendish atrocities being committed in the concentration camps at the instigation of Rimmler and his henchmen. But the fact that a group of
sadistic Germans committed these
crimes does not justify us in resorting to similar methods in
wringing confessions from defendants whose guilt was in many
cases not at all certain. These
methods, described by Judge van
Roden, were so brutal and revolting as to constitute a permanent
blot on the record of American
justice. W'hen the facts were
brought to his attention, Secretary
of the Army Royall stepped in to
commute the death sentences of
29 Germans who had patently not
received a fair trial. But this action, however worthy, did not undo the injustices which had already been committed.
Judge van Roden makes two
concluding recommendations: 1.
A full judicial review of all cases
wherein men have been condemned to death. 2. Public exposure and prosecution of American investigators who "abused
the powers of victory and prostituted justice to vengeance."

A
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A SURVEY OF BOOKS

becomes enduring literature. Particularly apt for younger readers, such
brief narratives of ordinary experi- A.
ences do achieve a total effect that J
makes attractive the sincerely religious way of life through love, faith,
and service. This, moreover, without
goody-goody or similar tone.
A single sample will be sufficient.
The outstanding story, in our opinion, is The Sign of the Fish by
Gladys Toler Burris. Tender is the ,.
word for the characterization of
ascended Christ's mother Mary, humble silk weaver who finds an unexpected friend in Claudia, the late
Pilate's wife. Quite simply the fish M
symbol of early Christianity is applied in the crisis of the action in "
this unusual story, when these so different women encounter a delicate ..
social problem akin to present-day
life. And no trite moral is obtruded.
If only the publisher had tactfully
omitted the 2V2 page foreword by
Dorothy Canfield Fisher! Because her ,..
generalized words add actually nothing to the meaning of this magazine
anthology, it seems that the hopedfor appeal of her well-known name
was the chief motive for using it. By

BEST RELIGIOUS STORIES
Edited by J. Edward Lantz. Association Press, New York. 1948. 286
· pages. $2.50.
adjective "religious" as used
in this book's title means helpT
ful in enabling us to live as ChrisHE

tians in today's world. N early 300 of
such stories had been submitted by
numerous authors and the editors of
some 50 magazines, general and religious, as being their best short fiction
written since World W ar II. Working through the International Council of Religious Educa tion, an advisory committee of denominational
editors assisted Mr. Lantz (editor-inchief of Classmate, one of the larger
circulation papers of the Methodists
-so says the dust jacket) to make the
final selection of 2 2 .
Most of them are contemporary,
with their setting in this country;
and all of them deal with common
themes. Honesty, reconciliation, temperance, race relations, dating and
marriage are some of the topics.
These fictions are not deep in philosophical or theological significance,
nor are they woven of the fabric that
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.- compensation, however, the pagelength introductions to individual
stories deserve mention for their
compressed effectiveness.

I~

HERBERT H. UMBACH

I

THE WALLED CITY
By Elspeth Huxley. J. B. Lippincott Company, New York. 1949.
350 pages. $3.00.
HuxLEY, an Englishwoman
who grew up in Africa, has
M
written a number of books before
RS.

..

this one. She here tells the story of
a group of Englishmen who serve
in the colonial administration in a
walled city which is the capital of an
East African principality. British colonial policies and practices are freely criticized. Unfortunately the whole
story is pervaded by an air of futility
and decadence which arises in large
part from the fact that the chief
characters live on a mere animal
plane, without spiritual convictions
or ideals. It is too bad that Mrs.
Huxley did not employ her unquestionable literary ability on a more
worth-while plot.

" WHEN THY FACE I SEE
'"

By Armin C. Oldsen, M.A. Ernst
Kaufmann, Inc., New York. 1949.
131 pages.
his fresh approach to familiar subject matter and his
W
clear and energetic manner of preITH

sentation, the Rev. Armin C. Oldsen is recognized as a preacher and
speaker of exceptional ability. It is
good that his sermons can reach a
wider audience through the publica-
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tion of his latest series of Lenten
sermons.
This book of sermons follows a
very successful previous Lenten series,
Voices of the Passion, co-authored
with Dr. 0. P. Kretzmann. The
unique approach of Voices of the
Passion was so well received that the
publishers have requested this second
series of Lenten sermons.
When Thy Face I See presents a
fresh approach to the familiar story
. of the Passion of Christ. The author
views the various expressions on the
face of Christ, as mentioned in the
Gospel accounts, and uses these for
the sermon topics. The sermons deal
with the following expressions from
the face of the Savior: The Glorified
Look, The Steadfast Look, The Sorrowful Look, The Agonized Look,
The Friendly Look, The Understanding Look, the Compassionate Look,
The Gracious Look, and The Triumphant Look. The last three sermons deal with topics relating to
Maundy Thursday, Good Friday, and
Easter Sunday.
The sermons show the close contact which the author has with the
members of his congregation and
with the faculty and student body of
Valparaiso University, where the author serves as pastor of Immanuel
Lutheran Church. This rich experience shows up in the sermons as the
Christian faith is related to the Christian life. The sermons are practical
and applicable to situations found in
everyday life.
When Thy Face I See has a general appeal. It will be very helpful
to the preacher in suggesting additional thoughts for Lenten preaching.
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It will be deeply appreciated by those
consecrated Christians who endeavor
to come a little closer to their Savior
during the Lenten season.
LUTHER P. KOEPKE

ENGLAND TO ME
By Emily Hahn. Doubleday and
Company, Inc., Garden City, New
York. 1949. 271 pages. $3.00.
o

who has read Miss
previous books and her
articles for the New Yorker, the appearance of this, her latest, is one
of the more important events of
1949. Emily is a woman of many
capabilities but she has never been
able to turn out dull writing.
England to Me recounts the difficulties of life in post·war Dorset
and London. Miss Hahn, an old
China hand who was interned by the
Japanese during the war, married a
very British regular army major just
after the end of the war and went
with him to his family home at Conygar in Dorset. The place had housed
troops until shortly before tlleir arrival and was ramer run-down at the
heels when Emily and her major
took over. Before very long, tlle new
chatelaine of Conygar found herself
refereeing disputes among the servants, learning her place as tlle wife
of a male Briton, adjusting to the
austerity program, and trying to
settle into the age-old ways of Dorset. She seems to have kept her
good humor and sense of proportion
through it all.
Lest tllis sound as though Miss
Hahn has settled down to some kind
of middle class, complacent wedded
ANYONE

T Hahn's

bliss, it should be noted tlut Emily -.
is not the docile sort of creature that
can be readily broken to anything. -4
She remains a high-spirited, independent soul who pretty well runs
her own affairs and occasionally blows
her top in a display of pyrotechnics
which can only be described as beau- ,
tiful. Fortunately, she is in a position
to get by with it because her hus- ¥1
band is no weakling himself and has,
besides, a cushion against any shock
in his absorption in seventeenthcentury Portuguese history and litera_.
ture.
England to Me can be read in one
evening. It should be saved for some ,.
evening when things generally look
pretty good and one is in the mood
for a little pleasant humor.

THE NEW INFORMATION
PLEASE ALMANAC-1949
Edited by John Kieran. Farrar,
Straus and Company, Inc., New
York. 1949. 928 pages. $2.50.
ACH

year the Information Please

Almanac presents tlle most reE
cent statistics on a wide variety of
subjects ranging from tlle British
prime ministry to a thoroughbred
horse named "Stymie," plus a special
feature which, this year, is a discus·
sion of how man lives under capitalism, socialism, and communism.
Our one major objection to the
almanac is that it sometimes gets interpretation confused with fact. The
synopses of presidential administrations is the best example of such confusion. As it happens, tllis reviewer
agrees with most of tlle interpretations but some of our readers will

'r
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• undoubtedly resent some of the statements made, for instance, about Pres.. ident Hoover-statements which are
evaluations of his policies rather than
simple statements of what happened
during his term.
The greatest single virtue of this
almanac over against other publica'~ tions of the same or similar nature
is its high degree of readability, both
from the standpoint of writing and
of typography.
!4,

A TREASURY OF BIBUCAL
~QUOTATIONS

Edited by Lester V. Berrey. Doubleday and Company, Inc., New
York. 1948. 240 pages. $2.45.
ROBABLY most of our readers have,
at some time or another, wanted
to cite a Scriptural passage but have
not known where to find it. The best
way, of course, is to become so fa• miliar with Scripture that one can
.. instantly find the passage he wants.
The next best way would be to refer
to this book of Mr. Berrey's.
Selections are arranged under major topical headings and under each
topic the individual passages are ar'f ranged in the order of their occurrence in Scripture. Under the head#
ing of Persuasion, for instance, there
are five quotations, the first from Proverbs: "By long forbearing is a prince
persuaded," and the last from II Timothy: "I . . . am persuaded that he
-f is able to keep that which I have
committed unto him against that
1 day."
In addition, each heading gives
additional reference to synonymous
or similar subjects and there is a com-

P
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plete cross-reference index of subjects
which gives related subjects with
their page references.
The editor does not, as far as we
can tell, inject any sectarian bias or
interpretation into his selection of
passages under each heading. It is
that fact, perhaps as much as any
other, which makes this a handy book
to have on hand.

GREAT MISSIONARIES
TO THE ORIENT
By J. Theodore Mueller. The
Zondervan Publishing House,
Grand Rapids, Michigan. 1948.
133 pages. $1.50.
R. MuELLER is professor of doctrinal and exegetical theology
at Concordia Seminary, St. Louis.
The present volume is the third in a
series of brief biographies of missionaries.
The book tells the stories of the
men from the legendary Nestorian
physician, Rimitsu (724 A.D.), to the
modern missionaries who have gone
to Japan and Korea and Formosa.
Few men have found a less fertile
field for their efforts. Through the
centuries, Christianity has often tried
to plant itself in these lands but they
have not accepted it, at least not in
any great numbers.
And yet their lives were not wasted.
As Dr. Mueller says in his epilogue
But the Lord, whom they wished to
serve, knows their deeds and their victories. To Him they are precious whether
men count them so or not. They served
Him loyally . . . Whether they succeeded or whether they failed, the missionaries of Jesus Christ are to us lights
that show us the way we should go.

D
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WILFRED GRENFELL:
LABRADOR'S DOGSLED
DOCTOR
By Basil Miller. Zondervan Publishing House, Grand Rapids, Michigan. 120 pages. $1.50.
HIS

is the most recent in a series

T
of biographies of great humanitarians written by Dr. Miller. Dr.

Grenfell was one of the noblest figures of our time, a perfect illustration of the truth of the statement
that he that loseth his life for the
sake of the Kingdom shall find it.
The jacket says that Dr. Miller's
style pleases readers of all ages and
interests. We would be more inclined

to feel that his writing would appeal
primarily to boys and girls of high -.
school age. For them, a biography _.
such as this would be both an antidote to the poisonous stuff that is
being offered them by too many publishers and an introduction to a man ~
and a life that could truly be called
"
inspiring.
Incidentally, there is in the story
of Grenfell material for someone
to do a really important work. We
should like to see someone analyze
this complex personality, at once a
man of science and a man of God,
who found in the wastes of Labrador, ..4
among fisher folk, an opportunity ,
to serve and to find happiness in his
service.

j

Motion Picture
f,l
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NE

evaluates one of the world's most powerful forces

of the most fascinating

O chapters in Ernest Lindgren's
.._book, The Art of the Film (Allen
and Unwin, Limited, London.
1948), is devoted to a careful analysis of the work of two famous
directors- an American and a Russian-who played an important
part in the development of the
motion picture. The first of these
..;. giants is the late David Wark
Griffith. Of him Mr. Lindgren
says:
No one has had a greater influence on film technique. Griffith came
to the cinema as a man of the
, theatre, but each new experiment
led him further away from the meth'
ods of the theatre and nearer to the
true technique of the film. He realized instinctively the possibilities
which lay in working through the
camera, in using the camera not simply as a recording machine, but as a
-. fashioning tool with which the filmmaker's raw material could be
moulded.

Mr. Lindgren lists some of the
most significant film devices orig-

inated by Mr. Griffith: parallel
development, the flash-back, the
full close-up, the extreme long
shot, the cut-back, and the use of
a mobile camera and of crosscutting and rapid-cutting. Mr.
Griffith's career reached a pinnacle of artistic achievement in two
memorable films: The Birth of a
Nation (1915) and Intolerance
(1916).
Having reached the limit of his
innovations in technique, he stood
still, while others quickly learnt
enough of his methods to appear to
equal or even surpass him; moreover, the First World War had given
the coup de grace to that Victorianism with which his outlook as both
artist and social reformer was so
deeply imbued, and he was left with
nothing effective to give to the disillusioned cynics and realists of a
post-war world.

Mr. Lindgren tells us that film
directors in the young Soviet U nion were among the first to understand fully the significance of
the innovations introduced by
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Mr. Griffith. The government
which came to power in Russia in
1917 was quick to realize the importance of the motion picture
as a medium for mass propaganda
and education and "for the creation of particular social attitudes."
Lenin himself declared in 1918
that "for us the most important
of all the arts is the cinema." In
1919 the Russian film industry was
nationalized under the Commissariat of Education, and in the
same year the State Institute of
Cinematography was established
for research and for the training
of technicians. It was during this
period that the late Sergei Eisenstein began the spectacular career
which brought him world-wide renown. Mr. Lindgren believes that
the creative genius of Eisenstein
"unmistakably points the way for
the development of a true art of
the film," but he regretfully adds
that the famous director's experiments in film aesthetics were apparently checked by the State campaign against formalism in art
which was launched in the early
193o's.
The erudite British film authority boldly declares that in the
hands of Griffith and Eisenstein
the silent film came nearer to being
an art form, in its own right, than
it has ever been since. Even with
the addition of sound, the film remains primarily a visual art, and the
major problem of technique with

which film·makers should be preoc·
cupied today is that of finding a
style which will combine the best
elements of the silent film with the
peculiar attributes of sound.

~

"Is it legitimate to regard the
film as an art?" "Is the film medium, so far as we can analyze its
possibilities, capable of development to Shakespearean levels?"
These are the questions posed and
answered in the concluding chapter of The Art of the Film. Mr.
Lindgren says:
-'-

"'

I have no doubt in my own mind
that it is capable of this development, and even more. To this, I add
the words of Eisenstein: "The perspectives of the possibilities of the
film are unlimited. And I am firmly
convinced that we have barely
touched these possibilities."

The Quiet One (Film Documents, Mayer-Burstyn), originally
produced as a 16 rom. film,
aroused such enthusiasm at preview presentations that it has
been blown up to standard 35
~
mm. size and will soon be given
nation-wide distribution. This is
a poignant study of the fear, resentment, heartbreak, and confusion experienced by a Negro
boy after he has been abandoned
by his parents. The Quiet One •
pointedly underscores the fact
that, more than any other one
thing, a child must feel loved,
protected, and wanted.
· Parents will welcome Walt Dis-
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ney's charming new technicolor
If you have an orderly mind
film. So Dear to My Heart and demand at least a small meas(Walt Disney-RKO-Radio, Harold ure of logic and plausibility in
Schuster) is a happy blending of your motion-picture fare, The Acmusic, superb Disney cartoons, cused (Paramount, William Dietand fine acting by a distinguished erle) is not for you. I£, however,
"live" cast. Adults may feel that the mere presence of charming
Sterling North's story of Jeremiah Loretta Young "sends" you, this
and his little black lamb is a bit cleverly contrived pseudo-psychosticky, but the children will be logical thriller will provide pleasant diversion.
delighted.
Fine acting, excellent direction,
Chicken Every Sunday (2oth
Century-Fox, George Seaton) lacks and the superb photography of
the late Gregg Toland combine
the charm and sparkJe which
made Rosemary Taylor's volume to make the screen version of
of amusing memoirs a best seller Rumer Godden's novel, Take
a few years ago. A good cast makes Three Tenses, effective entertaina valiant try, but the film remains ment. In less capable hands Enchantment (RKO-Radio, Irving
static and stereotyped.
Wake of the Red Witch (Re- Reis) might easily have been just
public, Edward Ludwig) was another routine tear-jerker.
adapted for the screen from GarBack in 1933 James Hagan's
land Roark's novel of the same idyllic re-creation of the Gay
title. This is a tedious, overelab- Nineties, titled One Sunday Afterorate melodrama jampacked with noon, was a smash hit on Broadromance, intrigue, and spectacu- way. Since that time three separate screen adaptations have been
lar scenes of the sea.
The waste and the futility of made. The third-and we hope
war and the cruelty and the in- the last-attempt is One Sunday
justice of racial intolerance are Afternoon, a somewhat frayedwoven into the plot of The Boy about-the-edges technicolor film
with Green Hair (RKO, Joseph released through Warner Brothers.
William Wister Haines' powerLosey). Unfortunately, the film
fails to capture the delicate fan- ful critique on the tactics emtasy and the whimsical satire of ployed by Air Force brass hats
the original short story-written during ·w orld War II has been
by Betsy Beaton-on which it is brought to the screen with combased. A powerful theme is de- mendable fidelity. Command Defeated by corny dialogue and in- cision (M-G-M, Sam Wood) reept direction.
tains the simplicity, the dramatic
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force, and the spine-tingling tension which made Mr. Haines'
Broadway play an outstanding
success. The all-male cast, headed
by Clark Gable and Walter Pidgeon, is exceptionally well chosen.
Frederic Wakeman's undistinguished novel, The Saxon Charm,
has been made into an equally
undistinguished picture. Robert
Montgomery's polished performance in the role of the four-flushing Matt Saxon cannot offset the
lagging performances of other

members of the cast assembled for •
The Saxon Charm (UniversalInternational, Claude Binyon).
•
Whiplash (Warners) is coarse,
brutal, and sordid. Who dreams
up this nonsense?
~
Siren in Atlantis (United Artists) is just another vehicle chosen If
to display for the umpteenth ..,
time the charms of Maria Montez.
Miss Montez has made so many
trips to Never Never Land. Would
it be cruel to say that I hope she
stays there?

'<"

I

Verse
When We Met
We two once met, 0 N azarethan Lord.
But it was not at Cana's festal board.
Not in the field with gorgeous lilies strewed.
Not on the mount amid the multitude.
Nor at the sepulcher of Lazarus.
Nor when You raised the maid of Jairus.
We met, 0 Lord, in dark Gethsemane.
When we were dying at the Place of Skulls
with lips compressed. Between two criminals.
STEFAN KRCMERY

(The Slovak original translated by Jaroslav Vajda)

'

Our Daily Bread
"Feed our hunger," .Jesus said,
"Give us this day our daily bread . ... "
The mill wheel turns in the morning sun,
Shadows fall on the grass-green pool,
And where the water lightly flows,
Music ripples clear and cool.
Within the mill a harvest singsThe seed's redemption is complete.
The gift of summer beatified
In the threshing thunder of golden wheat.
0 farmer, plow the fruitful soil!
0 reaper, glean! 0 miller, grind!
Our Lord will bless you every one
Who will His bounteous blessing bind.
Gather the treasure, rich and deepSo no hungry child may weep.
MARY MooN
6g
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For One Raised Near the Sea

There near the rivers where you learned to live,
where your two white hands clutched at a Father's heart,
there seek your final peace. Not in your steeped footprints
is guarantee for future love, but in the deep red sympathy
you have with waters where your heart was taken up
unquestioned, scalded to purity by the waves that beat,
forged by the thunders that caress your roof,
cooled by the winds that wash your lifted hair.
If you seek beauty, seek by the sea, never moving;
not in the travels of your nervous way, but there at home
where is the midnight storm, constant remembrance which you own _.
of prayer to One who answered. Not in the minutes and the hours,
nor in the crush of sound, but in the vacant moment
before which you once trembled when the waves were tired
of slashing toward the road. Always move calmly
in the sea's infinity: nowhere to nowhere, shore to shore,
within the warm and pensive radius of God. Always move
Homeward.
WALTER RIESS

~I

LETTERS
,

to the

EDITOR
• Gentlemen:
First we were amused, then irritated, and finally aroused-to the
point of writing this letter in
criticism of a critic. It's THE
CRESSET's movie reviewer who does
it to us.
Below are some
verbatim quotes, picked at ran.. dom:
May, 1948: "just another lurid
and depressing pseudo-scientific
thriller" . . . "soggy and syrupy
hodgepodge of bathos and drivel"
"almost totally devoid of
charm and humor; warmed-over
" hash."
March, 1948: "painful mixture
of banality, bathos, and low-grade
corn" . .
"flimsy plot, written
around moth-eaten stock properties"
"confused, oppressive
f nightmare" . . . "drab, assemblyline production"
"wishywashy bit of futility."

June, 1948: "third-rate hokum,
factory-made twaddle, dead-pan
acting."
November, 1948: "another shallow and pretentious pseudo-psychological study" . . . "soggy,
tasteless, and largely fictional
script" ... "clumsy, heavy-footed,
wholly unnecessary excursion into
Lhe realm of fantasy" . . . "undistinguished" ... "run-of-the-mill"
. . . "corny" . . . etc., etc.
If the critic must include a certain number of B(um) pictures in
each monthly review, why not
just list them and label N .G.?
That would save valuable space
for digests of the better pictures
and make the emphasis positive
instead of negative. (His favorable reviews, incidentally, are
much less stereotyped than the unfavorable, and far more skillfully
done, in our humble opinion.)
If the truth were known, we
agree almost one hundred per
cent with the critic's estimates of
the pictures he reviews, but it
offends our delicate sensibilities
to behold his sledgehammer subtilties (he's got us doing it!) in
dealing with Hollywood's corn
and "mawkish messes."
So let him go to more Grade
A's. Please?
ELEANOR BRANDT
Lafayette, California

ll'N APRIL, President 1rruman will
the more representative letters and
Jl have completed four full years in we hope that all of our correspondthe White House. It seems to us a
ents will feel that these letters covered the ground thoroughly enough.
good time to look back over these
Meanwhile, we thank the many who
years and attempt a kind of tentative summing up of the President's
have taken the time and the trouble
successes and failures.
to write us and we assure all and
sundry that the CRESSET remains unAs with any contemporary figure,
attached as far as
it would be next
political parties go.
to impossible to
If there are any
find any one perDemocrats sitting
son who could do
over in the corner
a thoroughly dischortling about
passionate critique
what we did to the
of the President.
Republicans, let
We have, therefore,
them look sharp.
asked two of our
One of these days
writers of distinctwe are going to
ly different politi·
give them the same
cal persuasions to
treatment.
write what they
think about these
IIflit
four years and we
1roo late for inhope that our readclusion in this isers will, after loukPROBLEMS
ing at what both
sue, we received a
CONTRIBUTORS
letter from a Lumen have to say, be
FINAL NOTES
theran missionary
able to form some
opinions of their
in Japan which tells
own.
a story which we
believe most of our
Also for next
readers have never t
month's issue, we
heard before. It is
have asked one of
our colleagues at Concordia 1reach- a story that heartens those of us who
are forced by our jobs to keep our
ers' College (River Forest, Illinois) to
eyes fixed on our world's dark do·
tell us about some of the major problems that are bothering the educators ings. Look for it in the Letters sec·
tion of the April CRESSET.
these days.
Our guest reviewers this month in- tr
Jlfll!
,...._
elude Herbert Umbach, professor of
We are still getting letters cheer- English; the Rev. Luther Koepke, instructor in religion; James S. Savage,
ing us and berating us for what we
said, or are supposed to have said,
instructor in law; and Victor Hoff·
about the Republicans several months
man, instructor in government-all
ago. Last month, we ran a couple of of Valparaiso University.

Tlu
Editor's
Lamp
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